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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The facts presented, both statistically and graphically, in the 
following pages are of significance, showing international 
trade in hog products as they do, and giving> special emphasis to 
the American export outlet. Inasmuch as they have been pre-
sented without a great deal of refined analysis, no attempt to 
prove anything as to the future of this trade and the significance 
of it to the Iowa hog producer is justified. Nevertheless, it is 
possible safely to draw the following conclusions: 
1. It is quite evident that the foreign outlet for hog products, 
and particularly for lard, supports the domestic prices of these 
products and therefore the domestic price of hogs to the original 
producers, thus enabling the Corn Belt farmer to use a larger 
percentage of corn and of his corn growing resources in a more 
remunerative way than would be possible if this source of 
demand were cut off. . 
2. The periodic rise and fall in the volume of exports of these 
products leads us to believe that the export outlet serves as a 
buffer against the price depressions which might otherwise result 
from the cyclical nature of our hog production. It is during 
the time when farmers in the United States are producing the 
largest number of hogs and slaughter house products are 
available in largest quantity that the export movement comes in 
to relieve the glut and save the price situation to some extent. 
3. There seems to be evidence in the statistics herein pre-
sented and in other information which shows, in connection with 
our type of farming studies and other investigations, that our 
exportable surplus of hog products is not a temporary thing but 
will continue to characterize our international trade. This is evi-
dent not only from the present very substantial volume of these 
movements but from the potential increases in production in this 
country. It seems safe to say that the Corn Belt could increase 
its hog output materially if production should be stimulated by 
a sufficiently broad demand. Therefore, if the home market 
expands, it is reasonable to suppose that the larger supply wHl 
come from expansion of domestic production rather than 
from curtailment of exports. The extent to which this movement 
will go is, of course, dependent upon the profitableness of alter-
native uses of our feeds and our feed producing farm lands. 
The essential point is that at present the margin between the 
pork producing uses of these resources and alternative oppor-
tunities for use in other directions is sufficiently great to stimu-
late further production even on the basis of current prices. 
4. In view of the above observations, it seems reasonable to 
conclude that it is important for hog producers and others inter-
ested in the pork producing industry to cultivate good will for 
their products abroad. 
International Trade in Pork and Pork Products 
By K NU'l'E BJORKA* 
Since forty-two percent of the gross income of Iowa agri-
culture is derived from the sale of hogs, the prominence of the 
enterprise justifies a study of all its important phases. 
The importance of the export outlet for the surplus hog 
products in the United States is perhaps not fully realized by 
most farmers and certainly not by many others who are inter-
ested in the agricultural problem. Taking the period since the 
Wodd War as representing present conditions, we find that 
approximately 10 percent of the hog products of the country, 
exclusive of lard, finds its way into foreign markets. From 25 to 
35 percent of the lard goes into export trade annually. 
There seems to be a general impression that the export trade in 
hog products is of waning importance ; that within a few years at 
most, our output of pork products will be decreased to a basis of 
domestic demand. It is of importance, therefore, that we get 
before us the present situation and historical development of our 
international trade in hog products in order that we may have 
some basis for a change of ideas in this connection. It is the pur-
pose of this bulletin to present the available information on our 
foreign trade in hog products. 'l'hese figures are presented with-
ont a great deal of interpretation, but they are believed to be 
valuable and to lend themselves readily to analysis by the reader. 
The information upon which this study is based was secured 
for the most part from the foreign trades statistics found in sev-
eral series of reports issued by the United States Department of 
Commerce. Recent information, not yet available in published 
form, was obtained from the Division of Statistical and His-
torical Research, Federal Bureau of Agricultural Economics. 
The statistics on international trade in pork and pork products 
as presented in this bulletin are prefaced by a brief statistical 
survey of our international trade in all agricultural products, 
covering in general the period from 1850 to date. In the main 
portion of the manuscript, figures have been nresented detailing, 
not only our own export trade in pork products, but, so far as 
*The author acknowledges the assistance given b~' Dr. C. L. Holmes. Dr. John A. 
H opkins, Mr. J. H. Peters and Miss Winifred Raymond of the Agricultural Economics 
Section . Iowa Statp College, and Dr. O. C. Stine and Mi :;;s C. G. Gries of the Division 
of Statistical and Hi storical Research, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Dept. 
of Agr. Dr. Holmes and Dr. Hopkins helped to plan the study and gave helpful sug-
JZ'estions in its prosecution . Miss Ravmond assisted in all rf the statistical work. and 
Mr. Peters helped to bring the statistics up to date and complete the study. Dr. Stine 
and Miss Gries gave valuable assistance in supplying recent, unpublished data, :read .. 
ing the manuscript and in offering valuable suggestions. 
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published information is available, the exports and imports of the 
leading foreign countries which are our customers and those 
which are our competitors. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN TRADE IN ALL AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTS 
In 1850 the total population of the United States was 23 mil-
lion, about 70 percent of which was engaged in agricultural pur-
suits. By 1920 the population had increased to 106 million and 
the proportion engaged in agriculture had decreased to 26 per-
cent.' Marked changes had taken place in the field of agricultural 
production during this period. The opening up of vast areas of 
fertile land, the invention of machinery for use jn production, 
the provision of transportation facilities and the development of 
improved technique of production in various directiom; made it 
possible for a smaller and smaller proportion of agricultural 
producers to provide the needs of the nation. Not only does 
26 percent of the present population produce the necessary agri-
cultural products. but we continue to produce a surplus to be 
sold elsewhere. Table I shows the value of agricultural pro-
duction in the United States and the total agricultural exports 
for each year from 1920 to 1928 inclusive. It will be noted that 
our agricultural exports ranged from 11.7 percent of our total 
production in ]926 to 17.0 percent in 1920. 
Simply to state that about one-eighth of our total agricultural 
production is exported leaves the story incomplete. Agrirnltur::ll 
products are also imported in considerable quantities. Table II 
shows the value of total agricultural imports as well as agri-
TABLE I-AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION, AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS AND 
THE RATIO OF EXPORTS TO PR()DUCTION IN THE UNITED STATES, 
1920- 1928* 
Year Agri cultural Production Exports of agricultural Percent 
endin~ aoproximate products reduced to exports are 
June 30 farm value approximate farm value of producticn 
1920 $15,719,000,000 $2,682,000,000 17.0 
1921 12,668,000,000 1,745,000,000 13 .8 
1922 9,214,000,000 1,390.000,000 15.1 
1923 10,366,000,000 1,313,000.000 12 .7 
1924 11,288.000,000 1,427,000,000 12.6 
1925 12,003,000.000 1,821.000,000 15 .2 
1926 12,670.000,000 l,4~O,OOO ,OOO 11. 7 
1927 12.080,000,000 1,443,000,000 11.9 
1928 12,304,000,000 1,537,000,000 12 .5 
*Foreign Crops and Markets, Bureau of Agricultural E conomi cs, U.S. Dept of Agr., Vol. 
11, No. 24, Dec. 14, 1925, p. 900; and other d ata from t he U.S. Dept. of Agr. 
"In "The Movem 2nt of Farm Population," by E. C. Young, Bulletin 426, Agricul-
tural Experiment Station, Ithaca, New York, p. 6, the percent of all persons gainfully 
employed who were engaged in agriculture is rep f"l rted ao:; follows: 1820, 87 percen t ; 
1840, 78 percent; 1870, 47 percent; 1880, 44 percent; 1890, 37 percent; 1900, 35 per-
cent; 1910, 33 percent; and 1920, 26 percent. The population of the United Statos is 
reported by t he U. S. Census Bur.au. 
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cultural exports and the proportion that imports were of exports, 
by decades, since 1850: It will be observed that agricultural 
imports ranged from 51.7 percent of agricultural exports during 
the 50's to as high as 87.7 percent during the period from 1920 
to 1928 inclusive. For individual years the proportions differed 
somewhat from the 10-year average. For 1926 agricultural im-
ports were slightly in excess of agricultural exports and for 1927 
and 1928 they were just a little below the exports. 
TABLE II-AVERAGE ANNUAL EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF AGRICULTURAL 
PRODUCTS AND THE PERCENTAGE THAT IMPORTS ARE OF EXPORTS, 
BY DECADES, 1850-1928. 
Year Average annual Average annual Percent that 
ending agricultural agricultural imports were 
June 30 exports imports of exports 
1850-1859 $ 174,384,000 $ 90,188,000 51. 7 
1860-1869 178,527,000 133,887,000 75.0 
1870-1879 413,464,000 244,906,000 59.2 
1880-1889 579,898,000 320,188,000 55.2 
1890-1899 682.259,000 386,665,000 56.7 
1900-1909 916,899,000 505,662,000 55 . 1 
1910-1919 1,601,285,000 1,078,325,000 67 . 3 
1920-1928- 2,216,307,000 1,944,480,000 87.7 
*Average of nine years, from U.S. Dept. of Agr., Division of Statistical and Historical 
Research, reported in U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks. 
In view of the commanding importance of the exportable sur-
plus of agricultural products ,the American farmer is concerned 
about the foreign markets for this surplus. The fact that the 
value of our agricultural imports approaches in value the agri-
cultural exports does not alter the problem very much. The 
products which we import are, in the main, those which we either 
do not produce at all or produce at a disadvantage as compared 
with other products in the United States. Among the numerous 
agricultural imports the principal ones are sugar, silk, coffee and 
wool. Silk and coffee we do not produce at all, while sugar and .-
wool we produce less advantageously than we do many other 
agricultural commodities. Our most important exports are cotton, 
tobacco, wheat and flour, and pork products. Numerous other 
farm products are also important among our exports. These are 
products that we can produce advantageously and consequently 
do produce beyond our domestic needs. 
Agricultural self-sufficiency does not seem likely in America. 
Our population will, no doubt, continue to increase and, 
therefore, will consume an ever larger proportion of our 
farm products. Improvements in the technique of production will 
probably stimulate domestic farm production and thus tend to 
maintain our exportable surplus indefinitely, tho in a diminishing 
proportion to our domestic consumption. At the same time, it 
~The classification for agricultural exports and agricultural imports used by the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Dept. of Agr., has been adopted and the 
data are obtained from the U. S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks. 
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seems likely that our imports of agricultural commodities will 
increase in volume rather than diminish. Specialization of pro-
duction, which has developed because of the economies involved, 
will probably increase rather than decrease in the future. Foreign 
exchange of goods-the disposing of surplus products, in the 
production of which we have the greatest advantage, and the 
bringing in of products that we can produce less favorably-
will in all likelihood continue. 
It seems in place here to call attention to the work done by the 
federal government in aiding the disposal of farm products in 
foreign countries. The government takes no part in the actual 
selling or direct promoting of trade abroad, but it performs gen-
eral functions of value to exporters and producers of export com-
modities. The Secretary of Agriculture recently summarized the 
activities of his department in helping to stimulate foreign trade 
as follows': 
"1. Promulgation and enforcement of official grades and 
standards for farm products and inspection and certifica-
tion of certain products for export. Service work in foreign 
countries in connection with the use of Universal Standards 
for American cotton. 
"2. Continuous study of foreign markets for agricultural 
products as to conditions of supply, demand, price relation-
ships, and grades and qualities of products preferred. 
"3. Supplying foreign market information to farmers, 
co-operative associations, exporters, and others for their 
guidance in maintaining a flow of products abroad adjusted 
to the capacity and preferences of foreign markets. " 
SURVEY OF FOREIGN TRADE IN AGRICPLTURAL PRODUCTS 
E xpods of Agricultu1'al P1'oducts' 
Considerable change has occurred in our export movement dur-
ing the last three-fourths of a century. Figure 1 shows the value 
of annual exports of agricultural products, of non-agricultural 
products and of total exports from 1850 to 1928, inclusive. We 
observe that the trend of value of our total export trade quite 
consistently increased during this period, with exceptionally 
large exports during the war period, from 1916 to 1921 inclusive. 
We note also that the proportion that agricultural exports are 
of total exports has declined and industrial products are becom-
ing more and more important in our exports. 
By grouping this period into decades as given in table III we 
can discern the trend of decreasing relative importance of agri-
cultural products in our export trade. During the decade from 
1850 to 1859 an average of 81.4 percent of our total exports were 
SA letter sent to the Unite<1 States Senate bv Secretary William M. Jardine. March 
2. 1927. on Exports of Farm Products. Document No. 246. 69th Gong-ress. 2nd Session. 
'The commoditips selected by the U. S. Dept. of Agr. and rellOrted in the U. S. 
Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks, as "Agricultural Products," are used here. 
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agricultural products. From 1860 to 1900 our agricultural 
exports were quite uniformly three-fourths of our total exports. 
The first warnings of a decline in relative importance of agri-
cultural products in our export trade appeared as early as 1890. 
The decline became precipitous after 1900 as our growing 
industrial centers required more of the products of our farms, 
and our one time European customers turned to newer countries 
for their wh'eat and beef. During the decade, 1910 to 1919, the 
proportion of agricultural products in our export trade was 43.5 
percent. The true significance of this figure is somewhat clouded 
by the inclusion of war time food supplies for our army and our 
allies on the one hand, and munitions and other war supplies 
as a part of the non-agricultural exports. Since 1920 the pro-
portions of agricultural products has increased slightly to 44.1 
percent as the products of our farms were drawn upon to feed 
and clothe the countries of war-torn Europe. . 
In fig. 1 and table III, it appears that the value of our agri-
cultural exports increased considerably during the period from 
the Civil War until 1922 when they fell off markedly. However, 
measuring exports in terms of value does not give a true picture 
of the quantity exported during this period because the price 
level changed materially. Figure 2 is based upon an index of 
volume of agricultural exports from 1865 to 1928.5 It shows that 
the volume of exports of agricultural commodities increased 
rapidly from 1865 to 1881, receded somewhat in 1882 and con-
tinued almost unchanged until 1890 when it increased still 
further. Since that period the trend has been almost constant. 
~aLIONS'---------------~--------------------------~---' 
$7000 !-________________________________________ ~~--~ 
6000 I9NNtlRL EXPORTS FRON UNITED STATES 
NON-flcRICVJ.TVR;tIL PROO{.lCTS ~
I1GRICVLTtlRflL. PnoDvcTs _ 
~OOO r-----------------------------------------
4000 
SOOO r-----------------------------------------
ROOO 
/000 
o 
/850 
Fig. 1. Value of exports of agricultural and non-agricultural commodities from 
the United States, annually, 1850 to 1928. (Year ending June 30.) 
6The index of the volume of exports of agricultural commodities is prepared by 
the U. S. Dept. of Agr. and is based upon gross exports of 44 of the most important 
farm products. The index is reported in "Foreign Crops and Markets," Vol. 11, No. 24, 
pp. 900·917; Vol. 15, iNa. 13, p. 407; and Vol. 17, No. 13, p. 488. 
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TABLE III-AVERAGE ANNUAL AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, TOTAL EXPORTS 
AND PERCENTAGE THAT AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS ARE OF TOTAL 
EXPORTS, BY DECADES, 1850-1928* 
Percent that 
Year Average annual A verage annual agricultura l 
ending agricul t ural total domestic exports are of 
June 30 exports exports total domestic 
exports 
1850- 1859 $ 174,384,000 $ 214,315,000 81.4 
1860-1869 178,527,000 232,918,000 76.6 
1870-1879 413,464,000 530,140,000 78.0 
1880- 1889 579,898,000 748,020,000 77.5 
1890-1899 682,259,000 953,550,000 71.5 
1900-1909 916,899,000 1,554 ,991,000 59.0 
1910-1919 1,601,285,000 3,678,322,000 43.5 
1920- 1928 2,216,308,000 5,024,138,000 44.1 
*Average of nine years. From U.S. Dept. of Agr. Division of Statistical and Historical 
Research, reported in U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks 1911, p. 678; and 1927, p. 1130. 
Naturally, fluctuations occur from year to year but agricultural 
exports have been remarkably uniform during the last 35 years. 
Figure 2 also indicates that the apparently high exp0l'ts fl'om 
1916 to 1921 as shown in fig. 1 are due largely to inflated prices 
and not. to an abnormally large volume of exports. 
The percentage that each of the important agricultural com-
modities was of the total exports, by decades, is shown in table 
IV. It will be observed that, in general, wheat has decl'eased in 
relative proportion to total agricultural exports by decades since 
the '80 'so Meat and meat products advanced from the relatively 
unimportant position of one-tenth of our agricultural exports in 
1860 to one-fifth in 1880, which position was maintained unti l 
the period of post-war readjustments. Then, either because of 
OCRCENT RY£.1910 -/4 = 100 'f; 
125 
lao 
T5 
50 
m 
25 
o 
1R.7:f' 1885 1895 I!J()$ /.9 /.f' /328 
Fig. 2. Index of the volume of agricultura l exports, annually. 1866 to InS. Base 
average. 1910-1914 = 100. (Year ending June 30.) 
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TABLE IV-PERCENTAGE THAT COTTON, WHEAT, MEAT PRODUCTS AND 
TOBACCO ARE OF THE TOTAL VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, BY 
DECADES, 1855-1928. 
Year 
ending 
June 30 
1855-1859* 
1860- 1869 
1870- 1879 
1880-1889 
1890-1899 
1900- 1909 
1910-1919 
1920-1928** 
*Average of five years. 
**Average of nine years. 
Wheat, 
Cotton, including 
raw flour 
61.9 14 .5 
45.5 20 .6 
42.6 20.4 
37.5 24.9 
33.2 21.1 
40.0 14 .1 
37.9 17 .6 
39.1 17 . 0 
M eat and Tobacco, 
meat unmanu- All 
products factured other 
13 . 1 8.2 2.3 
11.3 8.8 13 .8 
15.7 5.4 15.9 
19 .3 3.6 14 . 7 
20.0 3.4 22.3 
20 .0 3.3 22.6 
19 .9 4.7 19.9 
13 . 8 7.8 22.3 
Source: Data from which prcentages were computed were obtained from U.S. Dept. of 
Agr. Yearbooks. 
inability to pay the price needed to attract our farmers into those 
lines of production, or because their meat supplies could be 
obtained more advantageously from the southern hemisphere 
or their own back yards, the one-time purchasers of our beef, 
bacon and lard stocked their pantries from other sources, and the 
position of meat and meat products in relation to all agri-
cultural exports reverted to a lower level than at any time since 
1870. The natural advantages enjoyed by t,he Cotton Belt evi-
dently have not been threatened by any other country, and cotton 
has held about the same position in our export trade since 1880. 
Commodities outside the given four groups have become more and 
more important during the period. 
IrnpoTts of Ag1'icultuml P1'oducts 
The trend of value of annual agricultural imports and total 
imports to the United States from 1851 to ] 928 does not differ 
very materially from the trend of exports shown in fig. 1. The 
increase in the value of imports since 1900, and particularly the 
rapid increase since 19]5, is accounted for in a large measure 
by changes in the level of prices. 
Unfortunately, no index of the volume of agricultural imports, 
like the one presented for agricultural exports, is available. To 
approximate it, however, the annual value of imports was cor-
rected for price level changes and then expressed as a percentage 
of the 1910 to 1914 average.6 This index of the volume of imports 
by years from 1851 to 1928 inclusive is presented in fig. 3. 
The yearly imports of agricultural products into the United 
States are fairly uniform as shown in fig. 3. The volume has 
gradually increased during the period, which is natural since 
imports are composed in a large measure of products that we are 
6Since a n index number of non-aericultural products is not available prior to 1910. 
the "Agricultural Index Number of the B~reau of Labor Statistics" was u sed to cor-
rect for price level changes of agricultural exports. This will g ive a rough approxi· 
mation of the volume of imports by years during the period. 
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Fig. 3. Index of t he volume of agricultural imports into the United Ststes, annual-
ly, 1851 to 1928. Base average, 1910-1914 = 100. Annual values of agricultural im· 
ports were corrected by changes in price level which makes this index of the volume 
of agricultural imports approximate. (Year ending June 30.) 
unsuited to produce. With a steadily increasing population, these 
products will be needed in larger quantities from year to year. 
The average annual imports of agricultural commodities and 
of all commodities and the percent that agricultural imports are 
of total domestic imports, by decades, is found in table V. Dur-
ing the '50's agricultural imports constituted 32.6 percent of the 
total imports. The proportion increased to 41.4 percent in the 
decade of the '60's and to 47.S percent during the '70's. This 
proportion has been maintained without much change up to 
the present. Approximately half of the total imports now are 
agricultural products. 
TABLE V-AVERAGE ANNUAL AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS, TOTAL IMPORTS, 
AND PERCENTAGE THAT AGRICULTURAL IMPORTS ARE OF TOTAL 
IMPORTS, BY DECADES, 1851-1928. 
Percent 
Year ending A verage annual Average annual agricul tural 
June 30 agricultural total domestic imports are of 
imports imports total domestic 
imports 
1851- 1859* $ 90,188,000 $ 276,840,000 32.6 
1860- 1869 133,887,000 323,611,000 41.4 
1870-1879 244,906,000 512,124,000 47.8 
1880-1889 320,188,000 680,008,000 47 . 1 
1890-1899 386,665,000 757,308,000 51.1 
1900-1909 505,662,000 1,087,504,000 46 .5 
1910-1919 1,078,325,000 2,101,691,000 51.3 
1920-1928* 1,944,401,000 3,947,188,000 49.3 
*Average of nine years . 
Source: U .S. Dept. of Agr 'f Division of Statistical and Historical Research, reported in 
U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbook, 1927, p . 1130. 
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A large variety as well as a large volume of ·agricultural 
products are imported into the United States annually. The 
most important are sugar, coffee, silk and wool, which constitute 
approximately half of all agricultural imports. Other agri-
cultural products that are imported into this country in large 
quantities are: hides and skins, vegetable oils, tobacco for cigars 
and cigarets, and a variety of fruits, nuts, and spices. Table VI 
shows the percentage that sugar, coffee, silk and wool are of the 
total imports of agricultural products, by decades, from 1855 
to 1928. 
TABLE VI- PERCENTAGE THAT THE VALUE OF SUGAR, 
CQFFEE, SILK AND WOOL ARE OF TOTAL VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL 
IMPORTS BY DECADES, 1851-1928 
Wool 
Year ending June 30 Sugar Coffee Silk (raw) (unmanu- All others 
factured) 
1851-1859' 21.2 17.9 . 9 3 . 1 56 . 9 
1860-1869 25.7 13 .9 1.5 6.1 52.8 
1870-1879 29.8 18 .5 2.2 4 . 6 44.9 
1880-1889 26.3 16 . 7 4 .6 4 . 5 47 . 9 
1890-1899 25.1 22.1 6.2 5.6 41.0 
1900-1909 16 . 7 13 .8 10.6 5.8 53.1 
1910-1919 16 . 7 11.3 12 . 1 9 .6 50 . 3 
1920-1928' 19 . 0 12 . 3 18.8 5.6 44 . 3 
* Average of nine years. 
Source: Data from which percentages were computed were vhtained from the U.S. Dept. 
of Agr., Division of Statistical and Historical Research, reported in U.S. Dept. of 
Agr. Yearhooks. 
AMERICAN FOREIGN TRADE IN HOG PRODUCTS 
We have seen from table IV that the proportion of our total 
agricultural exports represented by meat and meat products 
increased from the decade of the '60's up until the beginning 
of the tw.entieth century. However, during the four decades from 
1880 to 1920 meat and meat products constituted a uniform pro-
portion of our total agricultural exports of approximately one-
fifth. Since 1920 meat and meat products have constituted on 
the average 13 percent of all agricultural products. Hog products 
are the most important of the meat and meat products and have 
held that position during the period under consideration. A more 
detailed analysis of our foreign trade in hog products will now 
be made. Incidentally some information is presented on the 
international trade in these products in which the United States 
is not directly involved except as a competitor. 
This study attempts to present a composite picture of the inter-
national trade in pork and pork products with special reference 
to American exports. The principle underlying the picture is the 
law of comparative advantage, i.e. each country tends to produce 
the commodities which it can produce most advantageously; 
hence its largest surpluses for export are always of such com-
modities. The picture comprises a study of the volume of exports 
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of pork and pork products from the United States, changes in 
the volume of our exportable surplus as other lines of agricultural 
production acquire a relatively greater or Jess advantageous posi-
tion and the changes in the volume o-f products entering trade 
channels from competing count1'ies. It is necessary to consider 
these changes in connection with the amounts o-f other meats and 
meat substitutes entering foreign trade and to differentiate the 
kinds of pork products in the light of the peculiar characteristics 
of each. 
EXPORTS OF HOG PRODUCTS' 
The volume of exports of pork products of the United State;:: 
is shown in fig. 4 
The trend of pork exports corresponds to the trend of all 
agricultural pl'oducts as shown in fig, ], in its continuous increase 
in volume up to ] 900. The export movement of pork p],oducts, 
however, has peculiarities that differentiate it -from the exports 
of other agricultural products. Vlhile following an upward trend, 
the volume of exports "aries, neav~T exports for three or four 
years are followed b~T lighter eX1101'ts for a similar period of time, 
in reasonable consequence of the c~Tcles of swine production, 
The question naturally arises as to the relationship that exists 
between th ese pel'iodie changes in exports and the periodic 
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Fig. 4. Volume of export~ of pork products from the United States. Receipts o)f 
hogs at nine western and four eastern markets, and heavy hog prices at Chicago, an-
nually, 1851-1928. 
Note: Pork and pork products included were lard . canned pork, cured pork, bacon, 
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United Stat.es." 
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changes in market receipts and prices of hogs-the so-called hog 
cycles. 'l'he combined annual receipts of hogs at 13 representative 
markets' and the price of heavy hogs at Chicago are plotted in 
fig. 4 to show the relationships between these and the annual 
exports of hog products since 1870. A marked direct relationship 
exists between the annual quantity of hogs marketed and the 
annual quantity of exports. An inverse relationship between 
receipts and price of hogs is shown. In other words, heavy 
receipts, heavy exports and low prices tend to go together; and 
low receipts, low exports and high prices usually are found at 
the same time. 
At this point attention should be called to an erroneous notion 
that heavy foreign sales mean high foreign demand. It may, and 
it may not. One may conclude from fig. 4 that it ordinarily does 
not. Extraordinarily heavy foreign sales are usually possible only 
if the price is sufficiently low to induce foreign purchases. If 
t he price had remained at a higher level the quantity taken 
would have been smaller. Both quantity of products sold and 
price must be taken into consideration in measuring demand. 
Since pork product prices follow closely the changes in hog 
prices, the latter are a sufficiently accurate measure of the cost 
of the products entering foreign trade." It is a truism that as the 
cost of production of a commodit~r is lowered, the comparative 
adyantage in the production of that commodity is increased. Dur-
ing the periods of favorahle corn-hog ratios, production is stimu-
lated, domestic demand is satiated and the larger volume avail-
able for foreign markets is absorbed only as a result of con-
concessions in price. 
The volume of pork and pork product exports has increased 
consistenlly by decades since 18!)1. The average annual exports 
by decades increased from 97 million pounds in the '50 's to 1,462 
million pounds per year during the period 1920 to 1928, inclusive. 
A further examination of export data shows that in ] 900 the 
trend turned downward and continued thus for ]4 years, being 
broken only by the abnormal demand of the war period. At 
the close of the war, European countries depended on the LTnited 
States for supplies of pork products while their own industry 
was in process of restoration. The sharp decline in exports after 
1924 indicates that European demand is being supplied from 
some other sources and that future bids from the United States 
for the trade of those countl·ies must be on the basis of price 
concessions. The qnestion may be raised altho it is too early to 
form conclusions as to whether we are back on the declining trend 
of exports of hog products which had its origin in 1900. If 
8Nine western markets are Chicago, Denver. East St. Louis, Fort Worth, Kan sas 
City. Omah a, St. JO'3eph, South St. Paul and Sioux City. 'J.'he four eastern markets 
are New York, Ph:.Iadelphia, Boston and Baltimore. 
• OS ee "Some Stati stical Characterizations of the Hog Market: ' Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Research Bul. 102, pp. 20-22. 
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declining volume in subsequent years bears out this premise, the 
heavy exports during the period 1915 to 1924 must be assigned 
to war conditions, and the rise of exports in recent years must 
be qualified. 
That the United States occupies a position of greater advantage 
in growing and fattening hogs than beef cattle is brought out by 
an examination of table VII. With the exception of the 30 years 
from 1880 to 1909, exports of pork and po;rk products have con-
stituted about three-fourths of the value of all meat exports since 
Civil War times. 
The temporary ascendancy of the export trade in beef during 
the years 1880 to 1910 is attributable to economic developments 
affecting production costs. The introduction of refrigeration in 
the '80's opened the markets of Europe to the beef cattle of the 
western ranges. Low production costs on the open range, penetra-
tion of the range country by transcontinental railroads connect-
ing with the eastern seaboard, the rise of the packing industry 
and the extension of the market area for fresh and frozen beef 
by the use of refrigerator cars and ships combined to give cattle 
growers and feeders an advantage not previously enjoyed. For 
this brief period the export market was always at hand as an 
alternative outlet for excessive supplies of fresh and frozen beef. 
Even during this period, exports of pork products constituted 
between 64.2 and 67.1 percent of all meat exports. As soon as 
the open range in the United States was occupied by home-
steaders, the advantage in the production of beef. cattle passed 
to other op.en range countries, notably Argentina. 
After 1910 pork products constituted an increasingly greater 
percentage of all meat exports, and amounted to over 80 percent 
in 1920. The United States holds a comparative advantage in the 
production of pork exceeding that in the case of beef animals, 
TABLE VII-VALUE OF MEAT AND MEAT PRODUCTS EXPORTS, PORK 
PRODUCTS EXPORTS, AND THE PERCENT THAT PORK PRODUCTS ARE 
OF ALL MEAT PRODUCTS EXPORTS, BY DECADES, 1855-1928. 
Year Average annual value of A verage annual Percent that 
ending meat and meat products pork products pork products are 
June 30 exports exports of total meat and 
meat products 
1855-1859* S 13,552,000 $ 10,667,000 78.7 
1860-1869 20,096,000 15,428,000 76.8 
1870-1879 64,823,000 52,811,000 81.5 
1880-1889 112,032,000 72,275,000 64 .5 
1890-1899 136,294,000 91,543,000 67.1 
1900-1909 181,502,000 116,671,000 64 .2 
1910-1919 318,453,000 235,709,000 74.0 
1920-1928** 306,005,000 254,489,000 83.2 
* A verage of Ii ve years. 
**Average of nine years. 
Source: U .S. Dept. of Agr., Division of Statistical and Historical Research, reported • 
in U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks. 
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TABLE VIII-VALUE OF AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS, PORK PRODUCTS 
EXPORTS AND THE PERCENT THAT PORK PRODUCTS ARE OF ALL 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, BY DECADES, 1855- 1928. 
Year 
ending 
June 30 
1855-1859* 
1860-1869 
1870-1879 
1880- 1889 
1890-1899 
1900-1909 
1910-1919 
1920-1928** 
*Average of five years . 
**A verage of nine years . 
Average all 
agricultural 
exports 
$ 174,384,000 
178,527,000 
413,464,000 
579,898,000 
682,259,000 
916,899,000 
1,601,285,000 
2,216,308,000 
Source: U.S. Dept. of Agr. Yearbooks. 
Average of Percent that pork 
pork products products are of all 
exports agr. products 
$ 10,667,000 6.1 
15,428,000 8 . 6 
52,811 ,000 12 .8 
72,275,000 12.5 
91,543 ,000 13.6 
116,671,000 12.7 
235,709,000 14 . 7 
254,489,000 11.5 
more especially since the passing of the range which resulted in 
the higher costs of production attending present day methods 
of cattle growing and finishing. 
Too much significance should not be attached to the preponder-
ance of pork products in the total meat exports of the United 
States. A fact of greater significance is the percentage that pork 
products exports are of all agricultural exports as shown in table 
VIII. The proportion that the value of pork products exported 
was of all agricultural products sold abroad ranged from 6.1 per-
cent in the '50 's to 14.7 percent for the decade ending with 1919. 
Since 1920 the value of pork products exports has constituted 
only 11.5 percent of the value of all agricultural exports. 
From 1870 to the beginning of the ·W orld War there was very 
little variation in the proportion of pork products exports to all 
agricultural exports. The importance of cured pork for army 
rations is evident in the relatively larger volume during the war. 
Since 1920 pork products constitute 11.5 percent, a reduced pro-
portion of our agricultural exports. Again, it is too early to form 
conclusions, but if the declining importance of pork products 
in our agricultural export trade is resumed there is evidence that 
the adYalftage of marl~eting the corn crops of the Middle 'Vest 
in the form of pork may possibly be declining. · , 
Further amiJysis of the exports of hog products is needed. 
Numerous products are derived from the hog, and each one has 
market characteristics of its own. Lard and cured products, 
namely bacon, hams and shoulders, are the most important in 
our export trade. Fresh, chilled, frozen, canned and pickled pork 
products enter foreign trade but are relatively less important 
than are cured products and lard. No single one of the former 
products accounts for more than 5 per cent of the total. During 
the '50's, however, cured, salted and pickled pork was relativelv 
more important than either cured products or lard. Figure 5 
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sho\\'s the proportion of the total hog product exports represented 
by lard, cured products (bacons, hams and shoulders) and other 
pork products, by decades since 1850. The proportion of the total 
exports represented by lard is more uniform than the other 
groups. Cured, salted and pickled pork constituted 38.7 percent 
of all pork products exported in the '50 's . This percentage 
decreased to 22.4 in the '60's and to 9.8 in the '70 's. It has not 
exceeded this proportion since and has fallen as low as 2.2 percent 
on the average since 1920. The reduction of the proportion that 
cured, salted and pickled pork was of the total in the '60's and 
'iO's has been offset by increases in hams, shoulders and bacon. 
Since 1870, lard, hams, shoulders and bacol1~ have constituted over 
90 percent of all hog products exported by decades except during 
the decade, 1900 to 1909, when they decreased to 88.1 percent. 
It is not always possible to distinguish between countries 
importing and those exporting pork products. A country may 
bo~ h export and import; have an export surplus one year and an 
import surplus the next. Or, a country may export one type of 
pork product and import some other. Some countries, however, 
can be definitely designated as importing and others as export-
ing countries for hog products. The industrial nations of Europe 
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F ig. 5. Percentage that lard, bacon , hams a nd shoulders, and other pork product 
exports were of total pork product exports by decades, 1850-1928. 
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are our most important customers for hog products. The United 
Kingdom is the outstanding purchaser of bacon, hams and shoul-
ders, and it and Germany haye in recent years taken about equal 
amounts of lard. Other European countries securing pork pro-
ducts from the United States are Belgium, France, Italy, Norway 
and Austria. Cuba is an important customer for lard. Other 
countries take our hog· products in smaller amounts. A more 
detailed analysis of the destination of these products will be made 
when individual hog products are studied. 
Competition in the sale of pork products in foreign markets 
comes from two sources, namely, other countries that sell in the 
same market in which we sell and the production of hog products 
in the countries that are our customers. Our principal com-
petitors are Denmark, Canada and the Netherlands. The changing 
hog production in the countries that are our competitors as well 
as in the countries that are our customers influences the foreign 
market for our products. It is of interest, therefore, to see how 
hog production in these countries has changed from year to year 
over a period of time. Figure 6 shows the number of hogs in 
the United States, Germany, United Kingdom and Denmark from 
1907 to 1928 inclusive.10 Data for Canada are not available. 
It appears from fig. 6 that the hog population ot Denmark is 
extremely small. It must be remembered, however, that Denmark 
is a smg,ll country, with a population slightly above 3,500,000. 
Denmark, with about 85 hogs per 100 of population, has more 
swine in proportion to its population than any other country. 
The United States has 50, Germany 30 and the United Kingdom 
15 hogs per 100 of population." 
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Fig 6. Number of hogs on farms in the United States, Germany, the United 
Kingdom, and Denmark, annually, 1909·1928. 
,oThese data are not available for Germa ny from 1909 to 1911 and for Denmark 
from 1910 to 1913. Data for the Netherlands are a vailable for only six of the nine-
teen years of the period and con sequently are not shown graphically. 
llBased upon inventories of hogs on farms and the total pOl>ulation for each coun-
try during the same pericd. 
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The variation in per capita consumption of pork in the dif-
ferent countries is shown in table IX for pre-war and annually 
for the seven years, 1921 to 1927 inclusive. The average for this 
period is given in the column to the extreme right in the table. It 
is seen that the United States has the highest per capita consump-
tion of pork with an average for the seven years, 1921 to 1927, 
Qf 82.5 pounds. Canada comes next with an average of 78.4 
pounds for the same period, while Denmark consumed only 37.2 
pounds per person. Consequently Denmark, with a large number 
of hogs in proportion to its population and a relatively low do-
mestic consumption, has a relatively large amount of pork avail-
able for export. 
TABLE IX- ESTIMATED PER CAPITA CONSUMPTION OF PORK, 
INCLUDING LARD, IN VARIOUS COUNTRIES, PRE-WAR AND ANNUALLY 
1921- 1927. 
Pre- 7 years' 
Country war 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 ave. 
1921-192 
--
----------
Argentina ____ _________________ 15 . 1 26.8 24.1 26.1 27.7 24.3 25.0 28.5 26.1 
A ustralia .. ____ ... __ .. __ .. ______ . 14.4 10 .7 14 .6 13 .9 14 .8 15.6 13.9 
Belgium ........................ 42.2 33.0 27.4 31.3 34.9 34.7 33.9 32.5 
Canada .......................... 66.7 73.5 . 74.0 81. 5 90.4 72.5 75.2 81.4 78 . 4 
Denmark ... _. ___ _____ _________ 45.4 37.2 37.2 
France _______________ _____________ 47.0 35.6 37.8 38 .0 40.0 37.3 37.7 
Ger many _________ . _______ . ____ 73.1 46.0 41.4 39.7 54.7 59.9 62.0 71.6 53.6 
New Zea land ................ 29.3 26.3 27.9 35.3 33.9 30..5 
United Kingdom .......... 34.2 33.2 37.0 41.2 43.1 38.9 35.2 41.7 38.6 
United States ..... _ ........ 72.7 74.8 80.3 90.0 90.1 80.8 79.2 82 .3 82.5 
*Where data are missing for certain years the average for the country is based upon the 
years for which consumption figures are available. 
Source: U. S. Dept. of Agr. Foreign Crops and Markets, Vol. 17, No.6, Aug. 6, 1928, 
pp. 218-220. 
Exports in Relation to P1'oduction 
Since we are consistently on an export basis, our foreign out-
let for hog products is of interest to the American producers. 
Lard will be treated separately, because it differs materially from 
other pork products. Figure 7 shows the total annual volume of 
production of all pork products, exclusive of lard, from 1907 to 
1928 inclusive, and the proportion of the total consumed at home 
and exported . . The smallest exports were made in 1928 when 3.6 
percent of our total supply was sold abroad and the heaviest 
exports were in 1918 and 1919 when 21.6 and 23.7 percent 
respectively, was sold in foreign markets. The average pro-
portion of our total production sold a broad since 1907 has been 
9.8 percent. 
The amount of pork products exported from year to year 
varies to some extent with the amount produced. This was very 
evident in 1910 and 1911 as shown in fig. 7. In 1910 we exported 
306 million pounds (exclusive of lard ) , which we increased in 
1911 to 446 million pounds. Our total production increased from 
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Fig. 7. Pork products exclusive of lard: Production. domestic consumption, and 
exports in the United States, 1907-1927. 
5,649 million pounds in 1910 to 6,596 million pounds in 1911. 
In 1910, 26 million hogs were slaughtered under federal inspec-
tion in the United States as compared to 34 million in 1911. 
During 1918 and 1919 exports of pork products were stimulated 
because of the World War. Our production in 1917 was the 
lowest since 1910 with 6,139 million pounds, yet we exported 916 
million pounds, or 14.9 percent. This may be accounted for by 
the effort made to help feed the allied armies during the war 
and the campaign in this country to "eat less meat." The 
domestic consumption of pork products in 1917 was the lowest 
during the last 21 years. 
Fig. 8 shows the annual production, exports and domestic 
consumption of lard from 1907 to 1928 inclusive. The proportion 
of total lard production exported ranged from 24.6 and 25.7 per-
cent in 1917 and 1910, respectively, to 41.1 percent in 1921. The 
average proportion of the production exported for the 22 years, 
1907 to 1928 inclusive, was 31.4 percent. 
Since Germany and the United Kingdom are our most 
important customers for hog products, it will be of interest 'to 
see how much of their total consumption of these products is 
produced at home and how much is obtained from other coun-
tries. Figure 9 shows the estimated annual consumption of pork, 
including lard, in Germany for 1913, and from 1921 to 1928, 
inclusive," apportioned between the amount produced domestic-
ally and the amount imported. During 1913, Germany imported 
6.1 percent of the total pork and pork products that it consumed. 
"Data are not available for the period of 1914 to 1920, inclusive. 
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Fig. 8. Lard: Production , domestic consumption and exports in the United States, 
1907-1928. 
In 1!)21 it imported 19.0 percent. This proportion decreased to 
9.4 percent in 1922 and rose to ]7.1 percent in 1!)23. Figure 9 
shows that from 1924 to 1!)27 domestic pl'oduction in Germany 
increased very rapidly and that the quantity of pork products 
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Fig. 9. Consumption of pork products, domeRtic production and imports in Ger· 
many, 1913, and 1921-1928. 
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imported decreased. The proportion of total pork products con-
sumed in Germany that were imported from other countries 
decreased from 17.1 percent in 1923 to 6.1 percent in 1927. 
In high contrast with Germany's home production of pork and 
its products is that of the United Kingdom, shown in fig. 10. The 
United Kingdom produces a much smaller proportion of its 
domestic requirement of pork products than Germany. 
From 1907 to 1913 the United Kingdom imported annually 
from 41 to 47 percent of the total pork consumed. Since 1914 
it has imported annually between 50 and 60 percent of its pork 
requirements, except in 1921-1922 when the imports fell to 18 
percent, ~ll1d in 1918-1919 when they rose to 75 percent of the 
total pork consumed. 
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Fig. 10. Pork products: Production, imports and domestic consumption in the 
United Kingdom, 19U7-1928. 
Import Ihdies on II og Products in Foreign Countries 
It seems in place at this point to call attention to the difference 
in policy among foreign countries with respect to duties levied on 
imports of hog products. These duties vary with the products 
and, consequently, are not uniform. The import duties levied by 
Canada, Mexico, Cuba, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, the 
Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Poland and Danzig, Denmark, 
Norway and Sweden, on lard, bacon, and ham for the years 1913 
and 1923 are found in tables X. XI and XII, respectively. 
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TABLE X-COMPARATIVE IMPORT DUTIES ON AMERICAN LARD IN 
PRINCIPAL FOREIGN MARKETS, 1913 AND 1923 . 
Countries Statement of duty 
Duties in 
foreign units 
1913 
June 
1923 
u.S. equivalent 
per pound 
1913 
June 
1923 
-----1-----------1·--------
Canada ................ Dollars per 100 pounds ........................ ,. 
Mexico .. , ............. Pesos per 100 kilos._ .... _ ........................ . 
Cuba .................... D ollars per 100 kilos ............................. . 
United Kingdom .................... _____ ..... ___ . _______________ . ___ . ________ . __ _ 
France ....... ... ..... . Francs per 100 kiloB ____ ._ .... .. __ . __ ...... __ ..... . 
Italy ...................... Gold lire per 100 kilos ........................... . 
Netherlands ......................................................................... . 
Belgium. ................................................................................ . 
Germany .............. Gold marks per 100 kilos ..................... . 
~i~Ji~~:~~~~~ ~;~;&~~~~·Ii~··~l;:~?:s:::·:~~·.:~~.:.~ .. ~~::1 
t . T em porarily suspended si nce January 12, 1923. 
2.00 
13.44 
2.91 
Free 
30.00 
10 . 00 
Free 
Free 
10.00 
--F-~~~ 
10 .00 
15.00 
-
2.00 
5.60 
2.91 
Free 
30.00 
Freet 
Free 
Free 
Freet 
62.00 
Free 
13 .33 
15. 00 
t . Admi tted free under te mporary suspension of duty s ince 1914 
$.020 
. 031 
. 013 
Free 
. 026 
. 009 
Free 
Free 
.011 
-j'-~~~ 
.012 
. 018 
-
$.020 
.012 
. 013 
Free 
. 008 
Freet 
Free 
Free 
Freet 
.054 
Free 
. 009° 
. 018 
-. P oland not a separate jurisdiction in 1913; post-war duty is as of January, 1924, when 
tariff stabilized on gold basis . 
0. Duty since advanced to 25.33 crowns per 100 k. (1.5c per pound) on March 1, 1924. 
Source: Trade Information Bu!. No. 233, p . 25. 
TABLE XI- COMPARATIVE IMPORT DUTIES ON AMERICAN BACON IN 
THE PRINCIPAL FOREIGN MARKETS, 1913 AND 1923. 
Countries Statement of duty 
Duties in 
foreign units 
1913 
June 
1923 
u.S. equivalent 
per pound 
1913 
June 
1923 
-----1--------- - -1------------
Canada ................ D ollars per 100 pounds ......................... . 
Mexico ................ P esos per 100 kilos ................................. . 
Cuba .................. D ollars per kiloB.-.................................. . 
United Kingdom ................................................................. . 
France __ .. __ ............ Francs per 100 kilos ________________ .. ___________ _ 
Italy .................... Gold lire per 100 kilos ......................... . 
Netherlands ........ Florins per 100 kilos ............................. . 
Belgium ................................................................................. . 
Germany._ ........... Gold marks per 100 kilos ..................... . 
Poland & Danzig Gold fran cs per 100 kilos ..................... . 
Denmark.. ___________ ....................................... .................... ...... . 
Norway._ ............. Crowns per 100 kilos ... _ ........................ . 
Sweden ................ Crowns per 100 kilos. __ ........................ . 
2 . 00 
20.16 
4 . 15 
Free 
50.00 
25.00 
. 75-
1.00° 
Free 
36.00 
......... ./ 
Free 
15. 00 
18 . 00 / 
2.00 
22.40 
4 . 15 
Free 
Freet 
Free t 
. 75-
1.00° 
Free 
Free t 
24.50 
Free 
20 . 00 > 
18 . 00 1 
t Admitted free under temporary suspension of duty since 1914. 
$0 . 02 
. 046 
.019 
Free 
. 044 
. 022 
. 001-
. 002° 
Free 
. 039 
. ........ ./ 
Free 
. 018 
. 022/ 
t Temporarily suspended since June 12, 1923. • 
$0 . 02 
. 05 
. 019 
Free 
Free t 
Freet 
. 001-
. 002° 
Free 
Freet 
.021 
Free 
.015> 
.022/ 
> Duty since advanced to 38 crowns per 100 kilos (2.3 cents per lb .) on M ar ch 11, 1924. 
-Salted. 
°Smoked or dried . 
/ Smoked. 
/ Poland not a separate jurisdiction in 1913; pos t-war duty is as of J anuary, 1924, when 
tarriff stabalized on gold basis. 
Source: Trade Information Bu!. No. 233, p . 24. 
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TABLE XII-COMPARATIVE IMPORT DUTIES ON AMERICAN HAM IN 
PRINCIPAL FOREIGN MARKETS, 1913 AND 1923. 
Duties in 
foreign units 
Countries Statement of duty 
1913 
Canada ................ Dollars per 100 pounds.......................... 2.00 
Mexico ................ P esos per 100 kilos.. .............................. 20.16 
Cuba .................... Dollars per 100 kilos. ............................. 5.72 
United Kingdom .................................................................. Free 
France .................. Francs per 100 kilos.............................. 50.00 
Italy .................... Gold lire per 100 kilos ..... _ ..................... 25.00 
Netherlands ........ Florins per 100 kilos.............................. 1.00 
Belgi UID. .• _ •••••••• .•• ••.• __ ...... .•.•.•.• . . .•••.•....•. _ ••....••. . •••.•.• .. ____________ Free 
Germany .............. Gold marks per 100 kilos...................... 35.00 
Poland & Danzig Gold francs per 100 kilos...................... . ....... * 
Denmark _____________ . __ ... ___ . ___________________________ ..... _ ... _ ................ ___ Free 
Norway ................ Crowns per 100 kilos ... _ ......................... 30.00 
Sweden ................ Crowns per 100 kilos....................... ...... ig: ggb 
18.001 
June 
1923 
---
2.00 
22.40 
5.72 
Free 
Freet 
Freet 
l.00 
Free 
Freet 
99.00 
Free 
40.00°' 
133.33' I 
12.00 ° 
18 . 00 1 
t. Admitted free under temporary suspension of duty since 1914. 
t . Temporarily suspended since June 12, 1923. 
U. S. equivalent 
per pound 
June 
1913 1923 
------
$.020 $.020 
.046 .051 
.026 .026 
Free Free 
.044 Freet 
. 022 Freet 
.002 .002 
Free Free 
.038 Freet 
* . 087 '-'F~ee Free 
.036 ° .029°' 
. 049 1 . 096' I 
.015 0 .015 ° 
.0221 . 0221 
*. Poland not a separate jurisdiction in 1913; post-war duty is as of January 1924, when 
tariff stabilized on gold basis. 
0 , Unsmoked. 
'. Duties since advanced to 38 crowns per 100 kilos (4.6 cents per pound) for unsmoked 
barns and 253.33 crowns (15.3 cents) for smoked hams as of March I, 1924. 
I. Smoked. 
Source: Trade Information Bu!. No. 233. 
IMPORTS OF HOG PRODUCTS 
Altho small quantities of hog products enter the United States 
annually, the amount is insignificant in comparison to our 
exports. Statistics on imports are less complete than those on 
exports. During most of the period since 1850 the imports of hog 
products cannot be separated from import data of other meats. 
However, hog products are reported separately from 1915 to 
1920. During these six years the volume of imports of hog pro-
ducts was less than one-tenth percent of the volume of exports. 
Most of this comes from Canada. Because of the minor importance 
of hog product imports and the difficulty in getting a satis-
factory statistical series of them for the period, a detailed 
analysis of these imports will not be made. 
EXPORTS OF LARD 
Lard is the most important pork product entering our a"OTi-
cultural export trade. Figure 5 shows that it comprises from 
one-third to one-half of all pork products sold abroad annually. 
Figure 9 shows that between one-fourth and one-third of our 
total lard production goes into export trade. Weare not only 
interested in the amount sold on the export market, but we are 
interested in ascertaining the countries to which it goes and the 
competition we must meet in these countries. We shall, there-
fore, present a more detailed picture of the movement of lard in 
foreign trade. 
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J:;-'igure 11 shows the annual exports of lard from the United 
States from 1850 to 1928.'" It will be noticed that the movement 
is quite similar to the exports of total hog products shown in 
fig. 4, of which lard is a part, and also that the periodic increases 
and decreases coincide quite closely with the periodic shifts in 
hog production in the United States. Attention may be called to 
the falling off in exports during the period of the war when 
Germany, one of our important customers for lard, was block-
aded. Lard exports increased considerably after 1919, reaching 
a high point in 1923 and 1924. 
We are interested in seeing how the lard exports to individual 
countries have behaved during the period studied. The annual 
exports to our principal customers in the lard trade are shown in 
fig. 11. It will be observed that lard exports to the United King-
dom have exceeded the exports to Germany quite consistently 
since 1850, except for occasional years. 
Exports of lard to Germany, as well as other products, were 
discontinued during the war. There were no exports between 
August, 1914, and June, 1919, altho small quantities appeal' to 
have been shipped in 1915. 
Prior to 1919 foreign trade data were reported for the fiscal 
year ending June 30 instead of for the calendar year. We sold 
slightly less than 4 million pounds of lard to Germany, in July, 
1914, before t1}e beginning of the World War, which represents 
the total exports of lard to that country for the fiscal year end-
ing June 30, 1915. Lard exports to Germany have been heavy 
si""ce 1921 with the exception of the latter part of ] 926 and dur-
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Fig. 11. Lard exports from the United S tates , ann ually, 1850-1928. 
13This does not include neutral lard and lard compounds. 
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ing 1927 when German hog production was stimulated to supply 
a larger portion of the domestic requirement. 
Altho the United Kingdom and. Germany are our most 
important customers for lard, Cuba, the Netherlands, Belgium 
and Denmark, in the order named ,are heavy purchasers. A large 
number of other countries take smal ler amounts. Vle have 
exported lard to Cuba regularly since 1850, except during the 
Civil War years 1862 to 1864, inclusive. Since 1910 Cuba has 
increased its purchase of Jard from us, reaching the high point 
in 1924 when it bought 94 million pounds. 
The Netherlands is irregular in its purchases of lard, as shown 
in fig'. 11. '1'he amounts taken from 1915 to 1910 inclusive were 
relatively small, while purchases have approximately trebled 
since 1920. Lard exports to Belgium were very high from 1916 to 
1919 inclusive and remained so until 1924. '1'he years 1925, 1926 
and 1927 showed marked reductions. Denmark has taken a small 
but fairly uniform amount annually since 1878. Italy, France, 
Poland and the free city of Danzig, Finland, Canada, Mexico, 
Central America, Columbia, Peru and a score of other countries, 
all combined to take the lard exports designated on fig. 11 as "All 
Other Countries." The export s to these countries combined have 
been equal in amount to the lard taken by the United Kingdom 
during the last few years. 
The percentage of our average annual exports of lard to Ger-
many, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Cuba and all other 
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Fig. 12. Percentage of total lard exports of the United States to Germany, the 
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Cuba, and all other countries by decades, 1850-1927. 
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countries, by decades, is given in fig. 12. This chart shows that 
the United Kingdom and Germany are our most important cus-
tomers for lard. During the '50's and '60's they took a little 
less than half of our total exports, while since 1870 they have 
taken between 50 and 60 percent of the total, reaching as high 
as 66 percent of our exports during the decade beginning in 
1900. 
We have seen from fig. 8 that the United States exports from 
one-fourth to one-third of the total lard which it produces · 
annually. We have also observed that these exports go to a large 
number of different countries, the most important of which are 
the United Kingdom and Germany, with Cuba and the Nether-
lands ranking next. In order to ascertain what kind of competi-
tion we have in these markets, it is necessary to examine the lard 
imports into these countries to determine their origin and the 
comparative importance of our trade." 
Annual lard imports into Germany from 1909 to 1928 are given 
in fig. 13, which shows not only the amounts but also the source 
of their imports.15 Figure 13 shows that before the World War 
Germany obtained about 95 percent of her lard from the United 
States and the balance from the Netherlands, Denmark and other 
countries. Since 1920 Germany has secured by far the greater 
amount of her imports from the United States, but the pro12ortion 
has fallen off slightly, a larger amount being supplied by the 
Netherlands. It will be found when we come to examine the 
foreign trade of the Netherlands that it is to a considerable extent 
a trader in lard as ~ll as a surplus producer and that its lard 
imports come originally from the United States. However, the 
Netherlands is becoming more of a factor as a competitor in the 
foreign lard markets of Germany, the United Kingdom and some 
other countries. 
The lard imports into the United Kingdom from 1909 to 1928 
are given in fig. 14. The situation here is very similar to that 
in Germany. The United States supplies by far the greatest 
quantity, ranging from 80 to 96 percent of the United Kingdom's 
"The exports of speci fic pork products as reported by the exporting country do 
not always check with the impor t s of these products as reported by the country "e-
ceiving them. For example, the exports of lard, bacon and fresh pork from the 
United States to Germany, as reported in the United States Foreign Trade and 
Navigation reports, do not check with the imports of these products into Germany. 
as reported in "Auswartigen Handel; Statistieches Jahrbuch fur das Deutche Reich ." 
Similar discrepancies often occur between the export and import reports of other 
countries. This may be due to differences in the fi scal year for which the data are 
reported. The classifications of products are not always uniform in the different coun-
tries. Then. too, there may be differences in the method of reporting the exports 
and imports. This study will make no attempt to reconcile any discrepancy between 
the original reports, but the data will be presented as they are reported in the official 
publications of the various countries. . 
Trade Promotion Series No. 26, containing official trade statistics of the foreign 
countries included in this study. served as source material for practically all of the 
international trade data of individual pork products from 1909 to 1924. Acknowl-
edgment is made to the U. S. Dept . of Agr. Bureau of A gricultural Economics, Divis ion 
of Hi storical and Statistical Research, for obtaining similar data from the official pub· 
lication s for most of the foreign countries from 1925 to 1928. 
'"Data for the period 1914 to 1919, inclusive, are not available. 
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Fig. 13. Lard imports into Germany from the United States, the Netherlands, 
Denmark, and all other countries, annually, 1909-1928. 
total lard imports; however, the proportion is not quite as large 
now as it was before the war. The importance of Canada, our 
principal competitor in the lard market of the United Kingdom, 
has been increasing since 1923. 
The United States has Cuba's lard market to itself, having 
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Fig. 14. Lard imports into the United Kingdom from the United States, Canada, 
and all other countries, annually, 1909-1928. 
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supplied from 96 to 100 percent of Cuba's imports every year 
from 1910 to 1928. 
Figure 15 gives both the imports and exports of lard by the 
Netherlands since 1909. The exports and imports are shown by 
opposite bars for each year in order to give a better picture of 
the foreign trade. From 1909 to 1917, the Netherlarids imported 
more lard than it exported, while since 1919 its exports have 
exceeded its imports. Most of its imports dming this period, 
however, have come from the United States. This is significant 
since these imports al'e resold to other deficit countries, mainly 
Germany and the United Kingdom. Small amounts are also sold 
to Belgium, France, Austria-Hungary and Czechoslovakia and a 
few other countries. 
Instead of carrying the analysis by individual countries any 
further, the combined imports into Italy, France, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Norway and Sweden are given in fig. 16. It shows 
th~t the greater part of the lard imports to these countries 
cOmes from the United States. It also sh.ows that thm;e is some 
intershipment between these countries and between them and the 
countries already analyzed, namely, Germany, the United King-
dom, the Netherlands and Cuba. '1'he imports from other coun-
tries are not very important. Brazil supplies some to Italy and a 
small quantity to France, and Canada furnishes small amounts 
to France and Belgium. 
The foreign trade in neutral lard will not be analyzed in detail. . 
Foreign trade statistics of the United States for this product are 
available only since 1911. Prior to that time, neutral lard exports 
were included under oleo oil. Other countries do not report 
neutral lard separately but include it in some other lard or oil 
classification. 
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1909-1928. 
The annual exports of neutral lard from the United States 
normally amount to from 20 to 25 million pounds. A number of 
countries of northern and central Europe receive it ,thc largest 
importers being the Netherlands, Germany and the United King-
dom in the order named. 
The significant conclusion to be drawn from examining the 
world's trade in lard is that the United States is the outstand-
ing surplus lard producer in the world. In the period just prior 
to the W orId War we fur-qished about 97 percent of thc lard 
entering world commerce, during the war years and up to 1920, 
about 92 percent and since 1921 about 93 percent. From 1910 
to 1916 China produced lard for the world market in quantities 
about equal to all other countries combined, exclusive of the 
United States. Since 1917 a smaller p.roportion of the surplus 
going into world trade has been furnished by China, whose sup-
ply has decreased rather markedly since 1922. Her out lets are 
the United Kingdom, Singapore, Russia and Hong Kong. Prior 
to 1917 Brazil had no net exports of lard, but since that time 
Brazilian exports have equalcd and frequently exceeded tho e 
of China. The Netherlands has been in the surplus producing 
class since 1919, as indicated in fig. 15. Canada, Denm'lrk and 
Australia usually supply small amounts of surplus lard. These 
amounts are small, but they represent competition for the United 
States in the foreign market. 
Despite the fact that the United States does not have much 
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direct competition in the lard trade of the world, attention should 
be called to the active competition in the form of other animal 
fats and vegetable oils. These have become more important in 
recent years as substitutes for lard, altho larger rather than 
smaller amounts of lard have continued to move into world trade. 
BACON 
Altho bacon, hams, lard and fresh pork are all derived from 
the hog, each product has market characteristics of its own. A 
study of the foreign trade movement of the other hog products 
shows a quite different situation from that with respect to lard. 
Since bacon and hams were not separated in the federal com-
merce reports prior to 1881, and since it was deemed of interest 
to see the relationship between the combined amounts for this 
period and the products reported separately since 1881, the com-
bined exports of bacon and hams from 1850 to 1880 and the 
exports of bacon and hams shown separately are presented in 
fig. 17. 
Bacon and ham exports were small between 1850 and 1871, 
except for three years during the Civil War, from 1862 to 1864, 
inclusive, when they were about treble the normal amount. 
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Fig. 17. Combined exports of bacon and hams from 1850 to 1880 and exports of 
bacon and hams shown separately, annually, 1881-1928. 
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Beginning in 1872 bacon and ham exports increased very rapidly. 
In 1871 total exports of bacon and ham were 71 million pounds; 
in 1872, 246 million pounds, and in 1880, 760 million pounds. 
We have no way of knowing what portion of these totals were 
represented by each, but from an analysis of the export statistics 
since 1881, in which bacon and hams are reported separately, 
we are quite justified in concluding that bacon constituted the 
major portion of the combined exports designated as bacon 
and ham. 
There was an upward trend of bacon exports from 1883 to 
1900. From 1903 to 1914 inclusive, exports were relatively small. 
The World War stimulated bacon exports. In 1914 we sold 194 
million pounds of bacon abroad; in 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918 and 
1919 we exported 347, 580, 667, 815 and 1,190 million pounds 
respectively. Heavy reductions in bacon exports have occurred 
since, only 106 million pounds being sold abroad in 1927, the 
smallest amount since 1871. 
Discussion of the annual exports of hams and shoulders shown 
in fig. 17 will be made in a later section. 
Figure 18 presents the annual bacon exports from the United 
States to its principal buyers. The bacon exports to the United 
Kingdom as shown in fig. 18· exhibit distinct periodicity, which 
coincides in time quite closely with the periodicity of the exports 
of lard but is much more pronounced. The high points in the 
bacon exports to the United Kingdom were in 1881, 1890, 1898, 
1906 and 1919. Bacon exports to the other countries are relatively 
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Fig. 18 . Bacon exports from the United States, annually, by principal countries 
of destin'ltion, 1881-1928. 
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unimportant III comparison. Germany took nearly 40 million 
pounds in 1881. This amount declined to half a million pounds 
in 1885 and remained below 3 million pounds until] 890. Exports 
then increased slightly until 1898 from which date bacon exports 
to Germany again began to decline. Since 1908 they have been 
unimportan t. 
Belgium has been a steadiel' customer for bacon than Germany 
and over most of the period under consideration took more of our 
exports. Beginning in 1916 bacon exports to Belgium incl'eased 
very rapidly, reaching the high point of 91 million pounds in 
1919, after which they declined and in 1927 amounted to less 
than 3 million pounds. 
Bacon exports to France were unimportant until 19] 5 (except 
for the year 1881) when they amoun ted to 45 mill ion ponnds. 
The increase continued until 1919 when France took 178 million 
pounds. In 1920 sales to France dropped to 25 million pounds 
and have continued to decrease since, constituting less than one 
million pounds annually since 1925. 
The exports of bacon from the United States for the same 
period to the Netherlands, Cuba and Italy as shown in fig. ] 8 
are not very important, altho they increased somewhat during the 
latter part of the war and decreased after 1920. All other 
countries take normally less than 50 million pounds. . 
When we study pork exports by decades, we see th at bacon 
and ham exports increased from an annual average of 29 million 
pounds in the '50's to 376 million pounds during the '70 'so Bacon 
exports since 1881 have been irregular and have tended to 
decrease rather than increase. The exports of hams and shoulders 
from 1881 to 1928 will be discussed later. It is interesting to 
notice that bacon exports have continued to be more important 
during the period than hams and shoulders. 
Figure 19 shows the percentages of the total annual exports 
of bacon and hams that go to the United Kingdom, Cuba, Canada, 
Germany, the combined exports to Belgium, Italy, the Nether-
lands and France, and all other countries. The exports of hams 
and bacon cannot be separated from 1850 to 1879 because they 
are combined in the foreign trade reports. 
The United Kingdom is the most important customer of the 
United States for bacon and hams. During the '50's it took 
78 percent, in the '60 's, 84 percent and in the '70 's, 61 pCl'cent 
of our combined exports of bacon and hams. No other country 
was outstandingly important. The bacon exports to the United 
Kingdom when measured by decades show a fairly consistent 
decline in imnortance. An average of 83 percent went to the 
United Kingdom in the '80's and 77 percent in the '90 's., An 
increase to 80 percent occurred during the decade beg'inning 
in 1900. During the decades beginning in 1910 and 1920 the 
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Fig. 19. Percentages of total exports of the United States by decades of bacon and 
hams combined from 1850 to 1870, and for bacon and hams separately between 1881 
and 1928 sold to the United Kingdom, Cuba. Canada, Germany, combined countries 
of Belgium. Italy, the Netherlands, France, and all other countries. 
United Kingdom took 58 and 49 percent respectively of our 
exports of bacon. Germany took small amounts up until 1920 
but purchased on the average nearly 14 percent between 1920 
and 1927. The combined exports to Belgium, Italy, the Nether-
lands and France amounted to 25 percent between 1910 and 1919 
and 18 percent since 1920. No other country is very important, 
altho Cuba has taken over 7 percent of our bacon exports since 
1920. 
Since the United Kingdom is our most important customer for 
bacon an examination of its import trade as shown annually from 
HlO9 to 1928 in fig. 20 will be of interest. Between 1909 and 
1914 inclusive, the United Kingdom obtained an average of 37 
percent of its bacon imports from the United States, ranging 
from 30 percent in 1914 to as high as 47 percent in 1909. From 
1915 to 1920 inclusive, we supplied from 53 to 83 percent of its 
bacon purchases. The proportion of the United Kingdom's bacon 
imports obtained in the United States has continually decreased 
since 1918, " rhen it l'eached the high point of 83 percent. During 
• 
• 
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1925 we supplied 21 percent of the United Kingdom's bacon 
imports and in 1926 only 15 percent. 
Denmark, our principal competitor, supplied approximately 
one-half of the bacon imports of the United Kingdom from 1909 
to 1914 inclusive. During the war and the period just following, 
the Danish supply continually decreased and amounted to only 
2 per cent of the bacon purchases of the United Kingdom in 
1918 and less than 1 percent in 1919. Since 1920 Denmark 
has increased its importance in the bacon market, and since 1924 
the United Kingdom obtained more than half of its bacon imports 
from Denmark. 
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Fig. 20. Imports of bacon into the United Kingdom from the United States, Den-
mark, Canada, and all other countries, annually, 1909-1928. 
The high quality of Danish bacon makes it more in demand 
in the United Kingdom than bacon from the United States. Fi.g-
ure 21 shows the comparative prices of Danish, Irish, Canadian 
and American bacon at Bristol, England, from 1909 to 1928 
inclusive. It shows that Irish bacon is quoted h~ghest, with 
Danish, Canadian and American bacon in the order named. Since 
1920 American bacon has sold on the average approximately 51j2 
cents a pound below Danish bacon and 8 cents below Irish bacon. 
The price differentials between American bacon and Danish and 
Irish bacon on the English market were less from 1909 to 1919 
as shown by fig. 21. It must be noted, however, that the price 
of bacon was lower during the greater part of this period than 
during the period that followed. 
The annual exports of bacon from Denmark from 1910 to 1928 
are shown in fig. 22. The United Kingdom was almost the 
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Fig. 21. Bacon: Prices in cents per pound of American, Canadian, Danish and 
Irish Wiltshire sides at Bristol, England, by months, 1909-1928. 
exclusive buyer. Small amounts were sold to Germany between 
1914 and 1920, and a little was sold to Sweden in 1917 and 1918. 
Figure 23 gives the bacon imports into Germany from 1909 to 
1928. Bacon imports were small prior to the war, and data are 
not available during the war period. Since 1920 practically all 
bacon imports into Germany came from the United States, with 
'very small amounts from the Netherlands. 
It has been shown that American bacon trade has very keen 
competition with Danish and Canadian bacon in the English 
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market. 16 The higher quality of Danish and Canadian bacon 
gives it the advantage over American bacon. We may look for 
this discrimination against American bacon to continue as long 
as the quality differences exist. 
HAMS AND SHOULDERS 
Foreign trade in hams and shoulders from 1850 to 1880 has 
been discussed in the preceding section under bacon, since bacon 
and hams were reported together during this period. Amounts 
exported were shown in figs. 17 and 19. The foreign trade in 
hams and shoulders since ] 881 will now be considered. 
Annual exports of hams and shoulders from the United States 
to the United Kingdom, Belgium, Canada, France and all other 
countries are given in fig. 24. It shows that the bulk of ham and 
bacon exports go to the United Kingdom. These exports increased 
rapidly during the '90's and have averaged slightly more than 
175 million pounds annually since 1900. The largest yearly 
export to the United Kingdom was in 1918 when we sold it 470 
million pounds of hams and shouldersY Ham imports into the 
United Kingdom have continually decreased since ] 923. Canada 
is the principal competitor of the United States in the ham mar-
ket of the United Kingdom. No other one country takes a large 
quantity of hams. Canada and Belgium take small amounts 
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Fig. 23. Bacon imports into Germany, annually, 1910-1928. 
'·The Irish Free State, established April I, 1923, is included with United Kingdom 
for the entire perif')d, consequently the competition of Irish bacon is not taken into 
cons ideration in 'this analysis. 
l7From 1881 to 1908 these products were reported as "Hams." Since 1909 they have 
been reported as "Hams and Shoulders." They will be referred to here as "Hams." 
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F ig. 24. Ham and shoulder exports from the United States to the United Kingdom, 
Belgium, Canada, France and all other countries, annually, 188 1-1928. 
annually. France purchased a considerable quantity from 1916 
to 1920 inclusive. More than two dozen other countries take 
small amounts. 
FRESH PORK 
The fresh pork trade of the United States is very small as 
compared with exports of lard, bacon, hams and shoulders. Dur-
ing the last five years fresh pork reached approximately two 
percent of the total pork exports while prior to this period the 
proportion was considerably less. 
Figure 25 shows the average annual fresh pork exports of the 
United States from 1891 to 1928. Fresh pork exports increased 
from practically none during the '80 's to an average of 34 mil-
lion pounds from 1920 to 1928. 
The United Kingdom took approximately 95 percent of our 
fresh pork exports during the two decades between 1890 and 
1909. During the decade beginning in 1910 the United Kingdom 
purehased only 37 percent of our exports while Canada took 53 
percent. Between 1921 and 1928, 46 percent of our fresh pork 
exports went to the United Kingdom, 25 percent to Canada, 
5 percent to Cuba and 24 percent to other countries. 
The annual exports of fresh pork from the United States and 
the amounts sold to the United Kingdom, Canada, Cuba and all 
other countries are shown in fig . 25 . Between 1910 and 1915, 
fresh pork exports averaged less than 3 million pounds, with 
Canada taking more than the United Kingdom. More than 60 
40 
million pounds were exported in 1916 and 50 million pounds in 
1917. Exports decreased to 21 million pounds during] 918, in-
creased again and reached 56 million pounds during 1921. Ex-
ports have decreased quite consistently since 1921 and reached 
the low figure of 8 million pounds during 1927. Since 1924, ex-
ports to Canada have decreased materially and during 1927 were 
less than 1 million pounds. The United Kingdom is now our 
principal customer, but our market for fresh pork is very unim-
portant. 
Fresh pork imports to the United Kingdom from the United 
States, the Netherlands, Argentina, and all other countries are 
shown in fig. 26. The Netherlands is the most important source 
of fresh pork for the United Kingdom. Imports from the Neth-
erlands ceased entirely during the period from 1916 to 1919. The 
United States and Denmark have supplied a larger proportion of 
the fresh meat purchases of the United Kingdom sincc 1920 than 
prior to 1916. Argentina supplied some from 1914 to 19~3 and 
China furnished small amounts annually prior to 1924. 
Fresh pork exports from the United States to C;:mad~ are 
given in fig. 25. Canada obtains little fresh pork from any other 
country. Our highest exports, 74 million pounds, were in 1918. 
The amount fell to 2 million pounds during 1919 and increased 
again to 46 million pounds during 1920. Canadian imports have 
been decreasing' since 1920. 
The fresh pork trade of the world is not very important. Nat-
urally, it is restricted because of the perishability of the product. 
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Fig. 25. Fresh pork exports from the United States to the United Kingdom, Cana-
da, Cuba, and all other countries, annually, 189 1-1928. 
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Fig. 26. Fresh pork imports into the United Kingdom from the United States, the 
Netherlands, Argentina, and all other countries, annually, 1909-1928. 
With hog production increasing in Canada, we may look towards 
a still more limited market for fresh pork from the United States. 
CANNED PORK 
Lard, bacon, hams and shoulders, fresh, pickled and cured pork 
constitute the principal classes of pork products in our export 
trade. The United States exports canned pork to a very limited 
extent. Normally, the canned pork exports of the United States 
vary from 2 to 5 million pounds, annually. The United Kingdom 
is our most important customer, taking approximately 75 percent 
of the total. Small amounts go to more than a dozen other 
countries. . 
It -seems hardly worth while to attempt a detailed analysis of 
this trade. Moreover, the classification used by some countries 
will not permit a satisfactory analysis. Some countries report 
"canned meats" without specifying the kind. "Preserved meats" 
is listed by other countries. We have no way of telling whether 
these are canned, or prepared in some other way, or what kind 
of meat is involved. 
PICKLED PORK 
The United States has been a continual exporter of pickled 
pork since 1850. In the early part of the period this product was 
relatively more important than later because much more pork is 
now cured and smoked instead of pickled. Figure 27 gives the 
pickled pork exports of the United States, by decades, since 1850. 
The average annual exports during the '50 's was 37 million 
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1850-1928. 
Average annual pickled pork exports from the United States by decades, 
pounds. The quantity increased every decade up to 1909. Dur-
ing the 10-year period, 1900 to 1909, the average annual exports 
of pickled pork amounted to 122 million pounds. Since ] 908, the 
United States' expol'ts have been less than for the 40 years 
preceding. 
The United Kingdom, Canada, Bl'itish West India and Hon-
duras combined have taken between 50 and 65 percent of our 
annual exports of pickled pork every decade since 1870. The 
United Kingdom was our most important customer up until 1910 
TABLE XIII- PICI(LED PORK EXPORTS FROl\'! THE UNITED STATES BY 
DECADES IN THOUSAND POUNDS. 
Briti. h 
W . India United All 
and British Kingdom Canada other Totals 
Honduras countries 
1850- 1859 5 ,918 5 ,012 6,872 19,075 36,877 
1860- 1869 5,.599 5 ,323 4,873 27,196 42 ,991 
1870- 1879 6,792 17,026 11,438 23,944 59,200 
1880- 1889 7 ,324 24,356 18,723 27,038 77,441 
1890-1899 8 ,764 19,396 10,848 38,726 77 ,734 
1900- 1909 6,223 60.002 8,629 47,571 122,425 
1910- 1919 4,522 8 ,213 11,.592 22,155 46,482 
1920- 1928' 3,050 4,052 9,312 16,847 33,261 
*A verage of nine years. 
Source: U. S. Foreign Trade and Navigation Reports. 
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as shown in table XIII. Since then, Canada has taken more than 
the United Kingdom. No single country, excepting these, takes 
very much. However, pickled pork exports of the United States 
go annually to more than 50 countries. 
We shall examine more closely the foreign trade in pickled 
pork since 1909. Figure 28 shows the annual exports of pickled 
pork from the United States to the United Kingdom, Canada, 
Cuba and all other countries. It will be noticed that the exports 
have been steadily decreasing during the period. No one country 
is very impol"tant in this trade. Canada, however, has quite 
consistently taken more than any other country. In the group 
classed as "all other countries" are included approximately 50 
countries that obtain pickled pork from the United States. 
Figure 29 gives the annual imports of pickled pork to the 
United Kingdom from the United States, Denmark and all other 
countries. Between 1909 and 1914 these imports into the United 
Kingdom amounted to between 25 and 30 million pounds 
annually. Since ]915 the annual imports have been small, usually 
running less than 5 million pounds. From 1909 to 1914 Denmark 
supplied about four-fifths of the pickled pork imported to the 
United Kingdom. From 1916 to 1£)21 Denmark supplied prac-
tically none of the pickled pork purchased by the United King-
dom. Since] 922 Denmark has supplied slightly more than the 
amount furnished annually by the United States. 
Nearly all of the imports of pickled pork into Canada come 
from the United States. Since ]914, the annual imports have 
been between 10 and 15 million pounds. Attention should be 
called to the fact that Canada also exports pickled pork. Since 
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Fig. 29. Pickled pork imports into the United Kingdom from the United States, 
Denmark, and all other countries, annually, 1909-1928. 
1920 she has exported annually from 15 to 20 percent as much 
as she imported. During 1919 her exports were more than twice 
as great as her imports. Prior to 1918 it is not possible to deter-
mine the actual exports of pickled pork from Canada because 
the Canada Trade and Navigation reports, giving the official 
foreign trade statistics, combined fresh, chilled or frozen and 
pickled pork, and listed them as "porle" 
Cuba obtains practically all of its pickled pork from the United 
States. Annual imports have ranged in increasing quantities 
between 14 and 40 million pounds since 1910. 
Analysis of international trade in live animals has been omitted 
from this study because it is unimportant as compared to the 
pork products already discussed. It is difficult to get data on 
the inter-movement of these products between countries, because 
of the nature of the official reports of the various countries. It is 
felt that the pork products included in this analysis are of most 
importance in a study of international trade. 
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APPENDIX 
TABLE I-HOG RECEIPTS (Numbers) 
Calendar years Nine New York, Boston Heavy hog prices at 
Western markets* Philadelphia, Baltimore Chicago ** 1878-1927 
(000) (000) 
1866 962 
1867 1,697 
1868 1,707 
1869 1,662 1,496 
1870 1,693 1,568 
1871 2,380 2,211 
1872 3,253 3,051 
1873 4,438 3,550 
1874 4,757 3,059 
1875 4,094 2,243 
1876 4,524 2,133 
1877 4,452 2,165 
1878 7,173 2,948 $3.75 
1879 7,612 3,006 3.70 
1880 8,322 3,095 4 . 85 
1881 8,798 2,949 6.35 
1882 7,425 2,639 7.65 
1883 7,864 3,012 6 .20 
1884 8,160 3,077 5.75 
1885 1O,!i96 3,301 4.30 
1886 10,389 3,569 4.30 
1887 9,777 3,665 5 . 20 
1888 9,614 3,597 5 . 70 
1889 10,988 3,999 4.30 
1890 14,304 4,660 3.90 
1891 14,318 5,097 ' 4.30 
1892 13,307 4,656 5.00 
1893 11,013 3,835 6.55 
1894 14,428 4,288 5.05 
1895 13,620 4,209 4.35 
1896 13,942 4,452 3.40 
1897 16,055 4,260 3.65 
1898 18,247 4,459 3.85 
1899 17,613 4,556 4.05 
1900 18,324 3,988 5.05 
1901 20,135 3,657 5.90 
1902 17,291 3,508 6.95 
1903 16,861 3,630 6.00 
1904 17,816 4,217 5.15 
1905 19,262 4,231 5.25 
1906 18,939 4,022 6 . 25 
1907 19,251 4,281 6.05 
1908 22,677 4,797 5.75 
1909 18,926 4,061 7.45 
1910 15,582 3,261 8.90 
1911 20,720 3,929 6.65 
1912 20,382 5,436 7.55 
1913 20,576 4,154 8.20 
1914 19,044 2,672 8.20 
1915 21,840 3,948 7 . 00 
1916 26,781 4,935 9 .65 
1917 22,360 3,308 15.20 
1918 26,607 3,890 17.50 
1919 26,237 3,813 17 . 70 
1920 23,187 4,254 13.85 
(Continued on next page) 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
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TABLE I-HOG PRODUCTS (Continued) 
22,998 
24,601 
32,320 
32,612 
26,415 
23,414 
23,618 
4,206 
4,949 
4,296 
3,587 
2,224 
2,136 
2,405 
8.35 
9.05 
7.45 
8.25 
11.70 
11.95 
9.90 
*Year eacb market began reporting: Chicago, 1866; East St. Louis, 1874; Kansas City, 
1881 ; Omaha, 1884; Denver, 1886; South St. Paul, 1886; Sioux City, 1888; South St. 
Joseph, 1893; Fort Worth, 1902. 
**Heavy to~ prices at Chicago, from Drovers' Journal Year Book of Figures. 
Source: Column 1, U . S. Dept. of Agr . Statistical Bill. No. 18, Statistics of Hogs, Pork 
and Pork Products, Jan. 1927, p .19. Column 2,1869-1881, New York Produce Exchange, 
Annual Reports; 1882-1904, Current Price Grain Reporter Yearbook, 1905, p. 14; 1905-
1924, Ibid, pp. 99 and 100. 1921, Ihid, p. 106. 
Year 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
]858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
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TABLE II- PORK PRODUCTS, EXPORTS FROM THE 
UNITED STATES 1851-1928 
Pork and its Products- Total as far as ascertainable in pounds* 
Pounds Y ear Pounds Year Pounds 
(000 ami tted) (000 omitted) (000 ami tted) 
---
70,752 1891 1,179,566 1911 879,455 
43,705 1892 1,125,536 1912 1,071,952 
68,801 1893 893,002 1913 984,697 
134,433 1894 1,015,940 1914 921,913 
136,966 1895 1,092,025 1915 1,106,180 
135,609 1896 1,134,166 1916 1,462,697 
113,013 1897 1,302,038 1917 1,501,948 
85,952 1898 1,659,996 1918 1,692,124 
81,501 1899 1,678,266 1919 2,704,694 
107,083 1900 1,538,024 1920 1,762,611 
129,471 1901 1,462,370 1921 1,522,162 
321,606 1902 1,337,316 1922 l,516,32G 
439,151 1903 1,042,120 1923 1,794,880 
271 ,597 1904 1,146,255 1924 1,934,189 
132,320 1905 1,220,032 1925 1,400,149 
97,756 1906 1,464,960 1926 1,172,685 
98,631 1907 1,268,065 1927 1,012,667 
136,905 1908 1,237,211 1928 ],046,279 
115,556 1909 1,053,142 
99,417 1910 707,110 
190,735 
503,029 
690,063 
623,415 
473,308 
550,331 
764,470 
1,007,470 
1,143,310 
1,230,702 
1,233,015 
798,842 
627,093 
715,143 *Includes lard ; pork , canned; pork cured- bacon: 
755,417 pork cured-- hams ; pork cured- salted or pickled; 
800,785 pork, fr esh; neutral lard . 
827,350 Source: U. S . D. A. Yearbooks, 1911 and 1926. 
732,080 
782,601 
1,159,643 
TABLE III-EXPORTS OF HOG PRODUCTS FROM THE UNITED STATES 
Fiscal Hams and Year Bacon pounds Hams pounds Year Bacon pounds 
year bacon pounds 
1850 41,014,528 1881 673,274,361 73,670,184 1906 361,210,563 
1851 18,027,302 1882 428,481,482 39,545,158 1907 250,418,699 
1852 5,746,816 1883 294,118,759 46,139,911 1908 241,189,929 
1853 18,390,027 1884 341,579,410 47,919,958 1909 244,578,674 
1854 45,953,473 1885 345,924,217 54,202,902 1910 152,163,107 
1855 38,188,989 1886 369,423,351 50,365,445 1911 156,675,310 
1856 41,748,092 1887 364,417,744 55,505,211 1912 208,574,208 
1857 43,863,539 1888 331,306,703 44,132,980 1913 200,993,584 
1858 20,954,374 1889 357,377,399 42,847,247 1914 193,964,252 
1859 11,989,694 1890 531,899,677 76,591,279 1915 346,718,227 
1860 25,844,610 1891 514,675,557 84,410,108 1916 579,808,786 
1861 50,264,267 1892 507,919,830 76,856,559 1917 667,151,972 
1862 141,212,786 1893 391,758,175 82,178,154 1918 815,294,424 
1863 218,243,609 1894 416,657,577 86,970,571 Calendar 
1864 110,886,446 1895 452,549,976 105,494,123 1918 1,104,788,081 
1865 45,990,712 1896 425,352,187 129,036,351 1919 1,190,297,494 
1866 37,588,930 1897 500,399,448 165,247,302 1920 636,675,572 
1867 25,648,226 1898 650,108,933 200,185,861 1921 415,356,1.52 
1868 43,659,064 1899 ,562,651,480 225,846,750 1922 341,838,745 
1869 49,228,165 1900 512,153,729 196,414,412 1923 456,797,497 
1870 38,968,256 1901 456,122,741 216,571,803 1924 286,627,810 
1871 71,446,854 1902 383,150,624 227,653,232 1925 176,829,264 
1872 246,208,143 1903 207,336,000 214,183,365 1926 147,505,128 
1873 395,381,737 1904 249,665,941 194,948,864 1927 105,649,020 
1874 347,405,405 1905 262,246,635 203,458,724 1928 117 ,887 ,000 
1875 250,286,549 
1876 327,730,172 
1877 460,057,146 
1878 592,814,351 
1879 732,249,576 
1880 759,773,109 
Source: Commerce and Navigation Reports, 1850-1924, Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce of the United States, 1925-1928. 
Hams and 
shoulders pound: 
194,267,949 
209,481,496 
221,769,634 
212,170,224 
146,885,385 
157,709,316 
204,044,491 
159,544,687 
165,881,791 
203,701,114 
282,208,611 
266,656,581 
419,571,869 
537,213,041 
596,795,663 
185,246,755 
232,323,797 
289,613,175 
372,092,656 
305,109,973 
251,852,549 
183,717 ,751 
122,613,240 
124,149,000 
~ 
00 
Years 
ended 
June 30 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
1857 
1858 
1859 
1860 
1861 
1862 
1863 
1864 
1865 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1869 
1870 
1871 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1875 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1890 
1891 
1892 
1893 
1894 
1895 
1896 
1897 
1898 
1899 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1014 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1918 
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TABLE IV-LARD, EXPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES 
(000 omitted) Pounds 
Den- *Ger- N. ~her- United 
Belgium mark many Italy lands Kingdom C:wada Cuba 
--------- ---
565 97 510 31,693 73 8,142 
75 1 3 6,624 184 7,836 
62 (1) 6 8,976 58 8,396 
72 (1) 9 9,725 273 9,306 
406 449 144 26,716 739 10,902 
439 517 279 15,350 572 11,183 
401 2,553 13,138 1,899 11,500 
149 279 195 21,060 449 9,597 
152 533 171 10,286 302 14,425 
85 986 81 7,748 700 11,058 
30 (1) 5 17,282 1,823 11,783 
248 434 194 25,546 41 11,743 
2,018 12,424 53,533 
3,519 14,736 144 60,488 
2,892 5,185 4 25,679 
652 1,983 56 354 13,557 12,108 
225 362 97 9,351 10,905 
2,159 3,294 679 12,444 11 ,531 
4,943 10,180 3 1,511 21,621 12,909 
1,306 4,817 119 17,351 9,057 
171 681 14 10,950 12,233 
6,466 4,902 1,286 31,635 16,660 
17,658 40,673 8,562 78,763 18,677 
34,758 69,354 292 8,908 54,074 22,088 
28,174 1,199 64,437 336 4,300 43,011 6,100 22,186 
13,365 192 49,873 2 3,329 52,897 4,483 14,062 
15,247 47,895 2 4,254 50,772 6,443 12,925 
23,882 222 58,039 5.597 74,294 6,098 21,665 
28,039 2,896 85,353 118 7,326 114,485 3,012 23,154 
33,052 4,477 89,710 1,348 7,142 89,248 2,893 25,110 
36,973 6,617 85,509 4,652 7,343 112,833 9,330 22,024 
31,933 10,479 88,128 3,379 8,348 114,786 6,823 26,174 
21,200 6,533 55,468 2,289 4,503 80,517 5,623 15,279 
14,384 5,996 41 ,873 1,873 4,385 67,168 11,931 21,405 
23,960 4,149 50,998 2,835 2,343 88,575 17,455 18,499 
27 ,047 12,144 56,398 2,786 3,279 93,544 7,240 21,389 
25,229 11,423 62,024 2,422 2,403 94,589 7,855 22,192 
27,850 16,427 58,243 2,741 2,016 103,624 10,945 25,721 
30,435 11,888 53,024 6,241 1,872 95,051 12,563 27,504 
29,429 11,256 48,664 3,792 3,180 117,139 14,049 30,097 
43,970 14,003 116,528 2,524 11,312 150,808 5,371 33,142 
49,133 13,025 106,278 2,441 26,682 158,.061 5,429 32,054 
31,218 12,403 110,968 2,044 42,498 124,952 6,065 43,982 
26,099 7,121 70,170 1,477 25,268 138,355 2,026 42 ,6S4 
32,922 7938 96,U1O 84U 39,912 149,692 2,431 42,341 
38,163 6,952 104,121 626 28,457 184,252 2,211 30,673 
30,182 7,474 121,894 839 32,999 201,924 6,835 26,218 
29,827 4,295 166,192 2,275 61,182 192,116 5,061 25,717 
36,251 9 ,207 233,845 3,837 63,663 241,078 6,427 20,140 
37,308 10,537 229,230 7,483 74,865 204,646 6,757 27,292 
25,566 11,435 195,596 4,346 72,129 217,487 489 34,736 
31,497 10,834 182,390 3,222 51,834 211,265 2,954 38,304 
30,405 11,480 173,518 2,349 53,269 199,443 1,369 25,374 
23,702 8,578 148,962 3,375 42,002 196,459 1,030 20,380 
25,783 8,208 177,842 3,799 71,624 199,016 1,117 19,667 
37,722 10,955 188,090 3,135 63,408 228,679 1,382 24,246 
31,070 14,987 240,278 1,840 80,038 241,904 7,697 3,5,428 
29,541 15,425 183,950 2,844 64,404 225,983 6,733 31,345 
18,193 15,388 184,722 5,007 55,976 205,789 11,762 27,549 
7,181 176,978 3,764 48,194 198,429 12,000 24,194 
9,060 4,503 93,393 2,293 23,758 161,331 9,310 33,239 
19,900 1,496 151,620 5,781 33,221 165,412 6,556 34,969 
21,744 3,130 159,474 3,171 38,675 186,125 7,968 42,549 
18,762 1,812 160,862 6,106 43,384 168,380 11,080 46,526 
15,915 1,464 146,209 5,959 43,470 164,633 15,996 49,610 
5,129 72,057 3,878 4,123 22,245 189,350 7,722 45,349 
70,132 2,874 3,488 13,282 192,076 6,330 53,812 
96,761 841 4,982 20,446 178,111 5,376 48,733 
116,154 75 2,137 159,959 894 52,574 
(Continued on next page) 
Total 
----
54,926 
19,683 
5,747 
21,282 
44,450 
39,025 
37,582 
40,246 
33,022 
28,363 
40,290 
47,909 
118,573 
155,337 
97,191 
44,342 
30,110 
45,608 
64,555 
41,888 
35 ,809 
80,037 
199,652 
230,534 
205,526 
166,869 
168,406 
234,741 
342,668 
326,659 
374,979 
378,142 
250.368 
224,718 
265,095 
283,216 
293,728 
321,534 
297,740 
318,243 
471,034 
498,344 
460,046 
365,694 
447,567 
474,895 
509,534 
568,316 
709,344 
711,260 
661,814 
611,358 
556,840 
490,756 
561,303 
610,239 
741,~17 
627, 60 
603,414 
528,723 
362,928 
476,108 
532,256 
519,025 
481,458 
475,532 
427,011 
444,770 
392,506 
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TABLE IV)-LARD EXPORTS FROM THE UNITED STATES (Continued) 
(000 omitted) Pounds 
Calen-
dar Den- *Ger- \'ether- United 
Years Belgium mark many Italy lands Kingdom Canada Cuba Total 
-------
1919 155,802 33,505 39,495 2,463 68,597 219 ,213 5,090 44,766 760,902 
1920 55,021 6,329 127,836 23,154 91,298 128,683 12,730 65,721 621,250 
1921 51,565 9,506 278,045 11,745 76,965 231,846 12,706 72,311 868,942 
1922 43,971 4,934 223,760 15,937 29,803 237,206 11,686 80,878 766,950 
1923 47,261 6,271 376,789 52,962 68,706 233,518 15,367 90,100 1,035,382 
1924 32,556 7,159 308,541 63,135 66,150 **237,383 11,455 93,945 944,095 
1925 16,680 4,013 193,004 28,507 36,944 214,813 10,595 76,973 688,829 
1926 11,796 3,678 199,534 5,901 48,365 **225,067 12,583 79,654 698,961 
1927 12,716 2,744 184,738 12,190 37,764 220,743 15,389 80,120 681,303 
1928 14,216 2,173 179,859 38,913 235,616 17,389 83,606 759,722 
Source: 1910-1918, U . S. D. A. Yearbook, 1924. 1919-1924, Trade Information Series 
No. 26, 1925-1926, U. S. Commerce and Navigation Reports, 1925 and 1926. 1927 
Monthly Summary of Foreign Commerce. 
*Figures 1850-1871 inclusive include House Towns, Bremen, Hamburg and North 
German Union according to early classification. 
**Includes Irish Free State. 
TABLE V-BACON, EXPORTS FROM U. S. (000 omitted) Pounds 
Belgium France Italy Netherlands Norway United Canada 
Kingdom 
--------- - - - -------- ------- - - ---
1881 61,122 64,730 138 6,707 471,461 8,149 
1882 19,661 4,777 2,510 384,103 8,738 
1883 12,365 114 2,770 242,463 7,164 
1884 11,991 2,748 1,225 282,792 29,896 
1885 9,475 32 1,930 297,818 21,868 
1886 13,211 40 1 1,997 337,329 3,952 
1887 18,713 51 2 1,222 310,602 15,l.,}8 
1888 14,407 12 348 274,932 28,633 
1889 17,462 38 9 827 299,892 28,915 
1890 36,731 67 11,689 450,4.66 11,592 
1891 38,933 32 11,736 413,850 16,299 
1892 46,~01 1,457 54 11,680 402,091 11,041 
1893 25,731 12 6,283 335,075 , 3,298 
1894 25,791 663 25 7,739 334,986 10,268 
1895 38,323 9,297 8,200 346,210 5,296 
1896 20,168 3,614 11 8,383 344,271 7,031 
1897 25,579 1,980 177 11,563 386,457 10.792 
\898 47,386 3,371 4,543 20,688 473,202 19,697 
1899 29,520 12,366 12,436 10,015 395,474 9,754 
1900 27,813 12,222 10,094 7,876 393,680 2,297 
1901 20,099 2,755 5,252 5,829 369,082 4,362 
1902 21,362 845 1,770 5,747 310,381 5,733 
1903 11,349 448 1,836 3,764 162,550 4,136 
1904 11,998 913 4,575 2,142 196,823 5,443 
1905 12,554 46 1,977 6,293 213,397 2,453 
1906 23,261 113 l, i 20 11,714 280,281 2,416 
1907 13,342 16 4,306 5,210 201,071 2,236 
1908 10,339 4,033 11,365 4,671 192,932 1,396 
1909 6,312 290 4,642 2,008 214,044 1,898 
1910 2,206 23 1,605 1,065 330 133,995 1,838 
1911 3,547 1,711 6,529 4,351 3,784 116,405 1,691 
1912 4,503 9,418 8,156 7,271 4,560 147,449 3,342 
1913 9,141 2,097 11,781 7,639 4,054 138,133 6,868 
1914 5,110 197 9,732 1,718 5,459 132,820 11,083 
1915 5,737 44,712 1,629 8,285 11,518 201,043 10,02.; 
1916 60,161 52,501 10,532 12,846 22,387 339,341 39,591 
1917 65,220 77,036 19,378 10,625 8,296 346,758 118,710 
1918 68,670 73,532 74,460 25 533,13.5 42,837 
1919 90,823 178,431 48,128 112,029 26,152 505,926 34,253 
1920 35,086 25,041 18,845 61,759 6,760 344,556 12,474 
1921 20,773 12,155 9,108 28,830 11,110 204,980 13,981 
1922 17,104 2,512 1,283 18,419 8,311 182,590 11,118 
1923 22,238 14,773 20,005 43,470 11,992 179,907 9,916 
1924 9,713 9,353 29,973 20,137 9,857 129,102 5,827 
1925 5,253 546 6,901 4,976 8,564 (2) 95,129 3,208 
1926 3,796 924 757 4,229 4,747 (2) 81,008 4,674 
1927 2,602 588 2,679 978 1,729 42,480 4,073 
1928 1,672 326 12,579 784 43,502 5,602 
. 
(2) Includes Irish Free State. 
Source: 1910-1924 U. S. D. A. Yearbooks. 
Cuha 
-----
4,076 
2,350 
2,278 
1,891 
2,220 
2,720 
3,300 
3,218 
3,320 
4,331 
5,42 '1 
6,6\2 
6,g77 
6,1;'')4 
.'),138 
6,168 
10,582 
10,736 
11,353 
12,309 
5,6 17 
4,111 
~,316 
3,[ 3j 
5,2P6 
5,134 
6,190 
4,390 
6,376 
7,046 
~:m 
6,658 
13,734 
13,360 
13,543 
14,915 
20,294 
15,957 
21 ,191 
27,241 
23,860 
25,531 
28,673 
22,673 
20,601 
21,183 
17,862 
Germany 
-----
39,879 
3,483 
14,004 
2,35.5 
666 
1,702 
2,100 
1,300 
562 
2,1 06 
5,774 
15,717 
8,106 
12,53g 
13,160 
9,Og7 
20, "78 
51,524 
36,014 
26,027 
18,3)4 
20,001 
13,705 
11,.')36 
9,231 
14,625 
3,041 
535 
713 
278 
828 
1,313 
3,434 
170 
27.5 
53,450 
76,035 
54,134 
54,487 
96,382 
45,517 
14,779 
9,982 
8,820 
7,605 
Total 
------ . 
673,274 
428,481 
294,119 
341,579 
34:;,924 
363,423 
361,418 
331,307 
357,377 
531,900 
514,676 
509,920 
391,758 
416,658 
452,550 
425,352 
500,399 
650,109 
6.52,651 
512,154 
456,123 
3S3,151 
207,336 
249,666 
262,247 
361,211 
250,4Hl 
241,190 
244,579 
152,163 
156,67'} 
208,574 
200,994 
193,964 
346,718 
570,809 
667,152 
815,294 
1,190,297 
636,676 
415,356 
341,839 
456,797 
314,103 
176,829 
147,505 
105.649 
117,887 
c.n 
f-I 
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TABLE VI-HAMS AND SHOULDERS, EXPORTS FROM U.S. BY COUNTRIES OF 
DESTINATION. 1881-1928. (000 omitt.ed) Pounds 
Uni ted All other 
hingdvffi Belgium Ca:mda France C Juntries Total 
- - --- - -- - --- - - --- - --- ----------
1881 47,614 3,448 1,711 3,375 17,522 56,148 
1882 30 ,936 768 2,227 574 5,040 34,505 
1883 37,645 50G 1,853 139 6,003 40,137 
1884 3S,390 315 3,.')56 63 5,591 42,329 
1885 45,610 793 2,4 17 13 5,370 48,833 
1886 39,68) 1,312 3,238 14 6,112 44,253 
1887 47,228 699 2,310 23 5,245 50,260 
1888 35,712 851 2,779 17 4,77-1 39,359 
1889 34,867 549 2,170 14 5,247 37,600 
1890 64,878 5,03S 1,577 52 5,046 71,515 
1891 63,084 7,367 2,431 33 6,495 77,915 
1892 56,311 5,293 4,033 366 10,824 66,033 
1893 68,751 1,701 382 100 11,241 70,93~ 
1894 74,124 970 874 129 10,874 76,097 
1895 89,800 1,704 1,896 545 11,549 93,945 
1896 103,166 11,137 3,642 608 10,483 118,553 
1897 134,933 13,669 2,995 317 13,333 151,914 
. 1898 153,550 16,462 5,736 1,183 23,255 176,031 
1899 177 ,703 14,982 5,809 1,145 26,208 199,639 
1900 165,762 8,570 1,840 1,718 18,524 177 , ~90 
1901 191,128 6 ,31;4 2,525 667 15,898 200,674 
1902 . 202,390 6,648 3,107 lIl0 1&,328 212,325 
1903 189,027 3,815 7,584 136 13,621 200,562 
1904 169,704 5,780 5,860 34 13,571 181,378 
1905 183,877 5 .674 2,400 10 11,498 191,961 
1906 173,926 3 ,608 3,294 21 13,419 180,849 
. 1907 181,998 11,246 4,242 18 11,977 197,504 
1908 195,780 11,299 3,396 293 11,002 210,768 
1909 189,845 9,128 2,459 86 10,652 201,518 
1910 130,303 5,305 2,557 8 8,712 138,173 
1911 135,433 9,092 2,918 26 10,240 147,469 
1912 169,675 15,018 6 ,282 25~ 12,811 191,233 
1913 13-1 ,017 5,322 6,785 3 16 12,605 146,940 
1914 146,007 4,081 4,007 122 11,665 154,217 
1915 179,377 6,596 1,515 609 15,604 188,097 
1916 251,026 2,793 2,674 7,898 17,813 264,391 
1917 217,43 5 5 ,617 25,86-1 17,741 248,916 
1918 372,723 14,287 18,436 14,126 405,446 
1919 337,812 30,055 7 ,457 103,202 118,270 478,526 
1920 116,257 6,597 6,357 26,209 29,827 155,420 
1921 193,724 7,568 9,222 1,398 20,411 211,912 
1922 240,449 10,821 17 ,728 487 20,128 269,485 
1923 299,387 18,762 18 ,1 32 3,888 31,924 340,169 
1924 261 ,179 18,706 10,259 3 ,419 30,314 293 ,563 
1925 2 12,938 8,457 4,958 497 25,003 226,850 
1926 161,099 1,558 5,207 128 15,726 167,992 
1927 101,888 514 5,117 15,094 107,519 
1928 102,252 659 4,686 16,552 107,597 
Fiscal year 1881-1918. 
Calendar year 1919-1928. 
Source: 1910-1918 U.S.D.A. Yearbooks. 1918-1924 US Dept. of Commerce Trade 
Promotion Series No. 26. 1925-1926 U.S. Commerce and NaVIgatIOn reports 1927-1928 
Monthly Summary of F .:>reign Co:nmerce. 
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TABLE VII-PORK FRESH. EXPORTS FROM U.S. (000 omitted) Pounds 
Year 
ended United 
June 30 France Kingdom Bermuda Canada Panama Cuba Total 
---- ---- ---------
1884 47 138 185 
1885 142 135 424 
1886 (1) 69 71 
1887 24 24 
1888 63 63 
1889 22 23 
1890 279 279 
1891 772 47 819 
1892 334 44 378 
1893 901 12 913 
1894 1,141 27 1,169 
1895 752 67 819 
1896 674 71 745 
1897 1,256 2 19 1,306 
1898 11,392 4 12,224 
1899 40,777 7 6 41,310 
1900 25,897 12 42 25,949 
1901 1 30,697 10 21 30,729 
1902 19 44,017 12 32 45 44,172 
1903 18,529 8 72 58 20,966 
1904 14,000 28 325 2 18,634 
1905 13,896 11 14,946 
1906 12,581 2 5 190 13,444 
190T 10,972 11 68 212 11,468 
1908 15,441 58 361 216 113 16,374 
1909 9,001 43 53 374 110 9,555 
1910 395 26 78 231 235 1,040 
1911 75 31 207 440 89 1,355 
1912 968 15 891 565 82 2,598 
1913 758 50 580 685 99 2,458 
1914 1,354 13 232 687 151 2,668 
1915 324 2,832 72 46 370 137 3,908 
1916 2,270 26,403 103 32,962 380 338 63,006 
1917 920 23,787 115 24,833 398 178 50,436 
1918 642 8,235 9 11,396 44 372 21,390 
1919 2,019 1,197 35 21,906 181 545 26,777 
1920 1,281 19,404 76 12,718 198 733 38,305 
1921 6 17,039 47 23,915 518 974 56,083 
1922 33,349 91 11,671 474 2,333 54,691 
1923 9,298 62 12,596 377 2,723 26,974 
1924 270 19,098 3,837 419 2,017 32,803 
1925 23 13,269 1,915 584 2,026 19,821 
1926 10,540 918 487 2,101 15,564 
1927 4,869 407 490 1,590 8,235 
1928 5,970 856 1,591 11,413 
Source: 1910-18. U. S. D. A. Year Book 1924. 1884-1909. 1919-27 Commerce and 
Navigation Reports. 
(1) Less than 500 Ibs. 
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